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800.553.0182   woodmizer.com

starting with the LT10 at $3,995*

Billy Reeder knows woodworking starts in the forest, not in the shop.

With access to timber or logs, you can hand-select the perfect wood species 
and  material  for  your  dream  woodworking  project.  With  a  Wood-Mizer  
personal  sawmill,  woodworkers  saw logs  into  any  custom  sized  lumber 
with any grain pattern that big box stores charge dearly for or simply don’t 
offer. Leave the live edge, work with the natural curves, and gain full creative 
control of your project from start to fi nish. From forest to fi nal form.

©2017 Wood-Mizer LLC

Prices subject to change without notice. 
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TODAY
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Good man gone

dave.campbell@meredith.com
Facebook and Twitter: @WOODeditor

T
his Christmas will be very different in our 
family, as it will be the first we’ll celebrate 
without my father-in-law, Don, who 

passed away suddenly at the end of  July. 
In many ways, we couldn’t have been 

more different. Don grew up on a farm and 
earned an eighth-grade education. I was a 
city kid and college boy. As he entered adult-
hood, he served in the Army motor pool in 
Korea; I served loose-meat sandwiches at 
the Wolf Den Drive-in. He got to church an 
hour before Mass and left before the last 
song was done. I get there 5 minutes early 
and linger long after, visiting.

We did have common ground. We both 
liked to build. Working from his own 
sketches, he added a second story onto their 
house. Later, he built a massive garage to 
shelter their camper (another shared love). 
When he (over)built a flip-down ladder to 
access the lofted storage area in that garage, 
it was too heavy to lift, so he designed a 
counterweight system that effectively light-
ened the load.

When Annette and I got our first house, it 
seems like every visit from Don and my 

TAKING MEASURE

mother-in-law, Shirley, started and ended 
with a project. A shed. Wiring the garage. 
Repairing a leaky pipe after a bathroom 
remodel. 

The eighth-grader teaching the college boy.
Most people saw Don as an ornery, stub-

born old man who didn’t say much in group 
settings and rarely wore anything but denim 
overalls for the past 20 years, regardless of 
the occasion. But deep down, I think he 
really liked helping people, even though he 
outwardly complained about it.

So, finally, one more project: a simple case 
to hold the flag that draped his casket, and a 
matching one to display his military regalia 
and 21 empty shell casings. Nothing fancy, 
but it’ll get the job done. 

Just like the man it honors. 

See you in the shop.
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Give your shop a winter coat that will be the envy 

of even the most ferocious northern wolf with our 

legendary tale of shop insulation. 

woodmagazine.com/furofthewolf  

Seasonal movement can tear apart a project 

faster than a broadsword through leather. Defend 

yourself against it with these proven tactics. 

woodmagazine.com/swordofthedefender  

Whether your shop is as cold as a wall of ice 

or as hot as a dragon’s breath, we’ve got you 

covered with this grand tome on heating and 

cooling. woodmagazine.com/breathofthedragon  

Are hordes of projects overwhelming your castle 

just before your holiday feast? Finish them quickly 

with lore from a renowned finishing wizard. 

woodmagazine.com/loreofthewizard  

Winter is a time for epic woodworking. But it 

also comes with the threefold enemy: cold, 

wood movement, and social obligations. 

Never fear! Woodmagazine.com is your ally in 

the forthcoming battle. Read on, adventurer.

WINTER 
IS COMING.



DUAL DUST

COLLECTION PORTS 

IN-FRONT BEVEL LOCK

SOLID ALUMINUM BASE

NO CORDS NEEDED

The MAKITA TEAL COLOR is the trade dress of Makita® Corporation and is protected under common law and registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Offi ce. 0917  MA-3369-17

XPS01PTJ
18V X2 LXT® LITHIUM-ION (36V) 
BRUSHLESS 6-1/2" PLUNGE CIRCULAR SAW KIT

•  Smooth, splinter-free cuts in plywood and large wood panels
•  Two batteries deliver max power, speed & run time
•  Optional guide rail system available for accurate cuts with minimal tear-out (Sold Separately)

XTR01T3
18V LXT® BRUSHLESS 
COMPACT ROUTER KIT

•  Corded power meets cordless convenience
•  Compatible with bases and accessories used with Makita       
    corded compact routers (RT0700C, RT0701C)

125CUTS IN 4X8

SHEETS
OF 1/2" PLYWOOD PER CHARGE**

UP
TO

CUTTING CAPACITY

6-5/8"
CROWN MOLDING 

(NESTED)

5-1/4"
BASE MOLDING 

(VERTICAL)

4 x 12
NOMINAL LUMBER 

(AT 90°)

UNIQUE 2-STEEL RAIL 

SLIDING SYSTEM ALLOWS 

OPERATION FLUSH 

AGAINST A WALL

TWO BATTERIES DELIVER
MAX POWER, SPEED & RUN-TIME

XSL06PT

18V X2 (36V) LXT® BRUSHLESS 10" 

DUAL-BEVEL SLIDING COMPOUND MITER SAW KIT*

334 CUTS
IN 2x4 LUMBER PER CHARGE**

UP
TO

*Stopper and stand not included    **Using (2) BL1850B 5.0Ah Batteries    ***Using a 6mm Straight Bit with a cutting depth: 4mm

CUTS UP TO
380 FEET
OF RED OAK PER CHARGE***

makitatools.com



me, but he didn’t want to do the usual beginner’s projects. So we designed—and he 
made—these end tables for his mother and father as Christmas gifts. I showed him how 
to use the tools and helped with setup; he did the work.  

The tops are book-matched oak-burl veneer with white-oak legs and stretchers. The 
bottom shelf is made up of two white ceramic tiles. Who says beginners have to make 
pencil boxes?

—Doug Johnson

Prospect, Ky.

pinterest.com/
woodmagazine

twitter.com/
WOOD_magazine

facebook.com/
woodmagazine

instagram.com/
woodmagazine
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E-mail woodmail@woodmagazine.com; or write to 

WOOD magazine, 1716 Locust St., LS-253, Des Moines, IA 

50309; or call 800-374-9663, option 2.

Connect with us

SOUNDING BOARD 
Y O U R  V O I C E

We give you wings
I‘ve had my mitersaw, and the steel stand that 
supports it, for about 10 years. But I always had 
to jury-rig ways to support long pieces of stock 
until I saw your Portable Mitersaw Stand in issue 
249 (October 2017). I custom-fit some mounts to 
my stand (photo, above), installed the wings I 
made from your plans, and they work great. 
Thanks for the idea.

—Mike Edwards 

via email

Lauds for the lathe
Ken Jerome, you have undoubtedly made your 
dad proud (Sounding Board, issue 249). That is a 
gorgeous restoration of his lathe and a 
magnificent new stand that honors the original. 
You have created a true heirloom.

—Carl Berger 

 Gaithersburg, Md.

WOOD® magazine never uses outside parties to solicit 

subscription renewals. The safest, easiest way to renew 

your subscription is with a credit card online at 

woodmagazine.com/myaccount. If you have questions 

about a renewal offer you’ve received, please call our 

customer service line at 800-374-9663, and select 

option 1. We’re happy to help.

Not bad for a newbie

6

To dump or not to dump? 
Depends.
In issue 248 (September 2017), the article “Brush 
Up on Brush Care” suggests to “dump the dirty 
solvent” several times. Allowing the paint or finish 
solids to settle out of used solvent, as shown 
at left, leaves crystal-clear solvent ready to be 
decanted and used over and over. The practice 
saves money and, more important, keeps harmful 
chemicals out of our water supply.  

—Mark Hamen

Galena, Ill.

Because the article discussed cleaning with both 
water and mineral spirits, depending on the finish, 
we used the word “solvent” to cover both 
products. Water can be dumped down the drain, 
but, as you correctly point out, mineral spirits 
should be deposited into a container for reuse. 
Sorry for the confusion, Mark. 





You just can beat this 

coffee table built by Mark 

Munson, of Brainerd, 

Minn. It consists of five 

cajons, each tuned 

differently, and each 

removable for that rockin’ 

cajon solo. Watch a video 

of Mark playing his table 

at woodmagazine.com/

cajontable.  

8

SOUNDING BOARD
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This is one of 27 unique 

clocks that Rene Poirrier, 

of Donaldsville, La., has 

designed and built—so 

far—in his career. The 

wood is sapele.

This desk, designed and 

crafted by Jesse Turner, of 

Paris, Ky., has a secret. Well, 

two, actually, in the form of 

hidden drawers that can be 

accessed only when the 

visible drawer is removed.



#1254 ..... $49.95

SAVE $32!  
66 Piece  
Router 
Bit Set
plus FREE 2 Piece 
Bearing Lube 
Kit and Router 
Collet Extension

1/2" shank set  
#1340 ......$189.95

• Horizontal Router Table • Premium Upgrade 
Kit • Tilting Table Top and Mortising Table Top 

#1381 .........................$299.95

SAVE $85! “Ultimate” 
Horizontal Router 
Table System
 with FREE Router Bit Organizer 

Shaker cabinet maker raised 

Wide Base 

#1368 ...

HOLIDAY

SALE!

- -

FREE
SHIPPING

SAVE $138! FREE: Three Set-Up blocks, 
Raised Panel Calculator CD and 
Instructional DVD   #1347....$114.95



While looking for a father/son project, Michael Johnson, of 

Metropolis, Ill., and his son, Tim, landed on building a kitchen 

table that looks like a 40"-diameter segmented cutting board. 

The smallest segments are only 2mm square.

Send us a photo of your work
Want to see your work showcased 

in WOOD® magazine? Send a high-resolution digital 

photo of your completed project to 

woodmail@woodmagazine.com.
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Kevin Hart, of 

Friendswood, Texas, 

enters his home 

office in style 

through a doorway 

he fashioned from 

African and 

Honduran mahogany, 

cherry, and walnut. 

He inlaid the casing 

with scrollsawn 

figures. 

David Tomasso, of Rochester, N.Y., 

designed this wine cabinet, which he 

then builds for nieces and nephews 

as wedding gifts. The case of this one 

is maple; the legs, black walnut; and 

the top, granite.



For a store near you or free catalog:          Materials code 251

Sign up for our emails and 
get every day FREE SHIPPING!
For details go to rcklr.co/251
 or call 1-800-279-4441 and mention 
code 251 at checkout. 

Meet Miter Fold: a revolution in box building!

Turn a sheet of plywood into a box with just four cuts on 

your table saw. Once the corners are sliced away with 

a sharp knife, the sides fold to form continuous grain 

joints, providing plenty of glue surface and strength. The 

Miter Fold is also a complete dado set, so you’ll have the 

magic of the Miter Fold as well as utility of a dado set ... 

Miter Fold Dado Set 
(54799) $349.99

Not compatible with Sawstop or other saws 
oal`�Ʈ�]k`%\]l][lagf�l][`fgdg_q
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A 48=96" workbench doubles as an 

outfeed table for the 10" cabinet saw. 

D
ickie Lamp’s woodworking world 
hasn’t always looked so squeaky 
clean. When Hurricane Katrina 

whipped through Tangipahoa Parish in 
2005, Dickie lost everything he had accu-
mulated over five decades as a woodworker. 
“Before Katrina,” he says, “I had a shop big 
enough for me to build my 60' fiberglass 
sailboat inside. But Katrina pretty well 
destroyed everything. 

“So I got a fresh start with a much smaller 
shop—about 740 square feet. It’s right-sized 
for me to build a reproduction of the 14' 
wooden boat I built when I was 15 years 
old.” The cathedral ceiling, rising from 8' to 
14', helps ensure that.
With an architect’s eye for detail, Dickie 

first set sail on designing a new workshop 
that would be well lit and easy to clean. For 
starters, his dust collector shoots sawdust 
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Planer
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37'
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Clamps

Shelf
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20'
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Mobile 
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Air
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pressor
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Compressed-air 
quick couplers

Drill 
pressWater 

heater
Vacuum 
blower

Dust-
collection
blast gate

Workbench/
outfeed table

Remote

Plenum

Under the saw wing, an 18=18=24" plenum serves as a hub 

for dust-collector hoses. A 4" flexible hose from the dust collector feeds 

into the top, and 4" flexible hoses extend to the tablesaw, jointer, and 

bandsaw. The three tools plug into power outlets at the plenum base.

SOUNDING BOARD 
Y O U R  S H O P



Show us 
your shop
Send high-resolution 

digital photos of your 

shop to woodmail@

woodmagazine.com

and we may showcase it 

in the magazine!

13woodmagazine.com

A 31'-long chase along the wall conceals a 6"-diameter dust-collection pipe, stereo 

speakers, and compressor and electrical lines, and provides a 12"-wide shelf for power and 

hand tools. 

Wall-hung cabinets provide 8' of worksurface on each side of the 10" compound 

mitersaw and keep the floor clear for easy cleanup. Dickie uses his compressor to blow out the 

cabinets, which he designed and built without backs. For the bypass doors, aluminum-faced 

perforated hardboard (available at home centers) contributes to the tidy appearance. 

outdoors onto his wooded property. In his words: “I give it back to 
Mother Nature.” 
Dickie’s dust system includes a shop-made plenum, shown in the 

photo, previous page, and a vacuum remote control that slides across 
the room on a suspended wire, as shown in the illustration. 
To minimize cleanup, he installed a ceramic-tile floor over the 

concrete slab. A row of 12"-square tile turns up the wall and serves as 
a maintenance-free baseboard. “Tile is a little bit of an extrava-
gance,” Dickie admits, “but with the air hose I can blow dust out the 
door without any trouble.”
A corner closet contains the noise from his 5-hp air compressor 

and the dust-collection blower. For creature comforts, a bathroom 
nestles in one corner, with a refrigerator right outside. Above the 
tablesaw, a duct from a residential-style air conditioner tames the 
Louisiana heat and humidity. 

Dickie Lamp, 

center, with his 

son Melvin (left) 

and grandson Matt 

(right). Matt framed 

the shop and hung 

drywall; Dickie built 

out the interior.

Speaker
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I have a benchtop jointer with aluminum 
beds, and the time has come to resharpen its 
knives. Since most knife-setting jigs use mag-
nets to hold the knives in alignment with cast-
iron beds, how can I align the knives to alumi-
num jointer beds?

—Al Agnew, Salem Ill.

Al, you can still use magnets to set knives in 
aluminum-bed jointers. This simple and 
inexpensive method takes advantage of the 
sensitive nerves in your fingertips. 
First, cut two 16" lengths of 3⁄4×3⁄4" alumi-

num angle 1⁄8" thick, available at hardware 
stores. You’ll also need four 1⁄2"-diameter 
rare-earth magnets (rockler.com).

With the jointer unplugged, gain accessi-
bility by removing the fence and cutterhead 
guard. Carefully rotate the cutterhead by 
hand to remove the four screws that hold 
each knife and its gib [above]. After sharpen-
ing the knives, replace all parts and tighten 
the holding screws so the knives are snug but 
will move with light finger pressure.

 Rotate the cutterhead until a knife edge is 
at its peak height and then engage the 
machine’s cutterhead lock. Position an alu-
minum angle and two magnets at both ends 
of the knife. Rotate both jack screws to barely 
lift each aluminum angle off the outfeed 
table. Then lower each end of the knife so it’s 
just a hair lower than the aluminum angle 
when you gently push down on the knife with 
your finger [right]. You should be able to feel 
the short distance the knife moves when you 

Before reinstalling the knives, clean away 

wood debris and resin buildup.

Rare-earth magnets lift a steel knife level with the outfeed table, enabling you to feel 

any backlash existing between the jackscrew mechanism and the slot in the knife.

14

let off the downward pressure, allowing the 
knife to be drawn back up to the magnet. 
Slowly rotate each jack screw upward as you 
repeatedly apply and release finger pressure, 
alternately at both ends of the knife, until the 
knife no longer goes down when you apply 
pressure. At that point , the knife edge should 
be exactly level with the outfeed table. Release 
the cutterhead lock and tighten the gib screws. 
Repeat for the other knife.

Replace the fence, unclamp the guard, and 
test your adjustments by jointing a board 
edge. You may need to repeat the adjustment 
process, but with a little practice you’ll soon 
master this surefire method. 

Set aluminum-bed jointer knives by feel

Have a question? 

Drop us an e-mail.

askwood@

woodmagazine.com

Gib

Gib screws

Jack screws

Jack screw slot

Knife

Cutterhead lock

Rare-earth magnets





Measuring
tapes

For sending this issue’s Top Shop Tip, Bill 
receives a Veritas customizable jack plane 
from Lee Valley Tools worth $339.

Mini tablesaw top adds safety and accuracy to small-part cuts
I made the oak runners to fit tightly into 

the miter channels, preventing the jig from 
sliding. A few taps with a rubber mallet secure 
the jig in place. To order the hardware go to 
woodmagazine.com/smallripjig. The splitter 
consists of a small piece of hard plastic, 
with its leading edge sanded to a 
point and glued inline with the 
zero-clearance blade kerf. 

16 WOOD magazine December/January 2017/2018

Tips earn up 
to $150.

If your tip is the best of the issue,  
it wins Top Shop Tip honors,

and you receive a tool prize worth 

at least $300.

Send your tip, photos or drawings, 
and contact info to 

shoptips@woodmagazine.com

Because we try to publish original tips, 
please send yours only to WOOD® magazine.

continued on page 18

TOP
SHOP
TIP

SHOP TIPS 
W O R K  F A S T E R ,  S M A R T E R ,  S A F E R

My work requires a lot of small workpieces, 
including segments for turned projects. A 
tablesaw sled helps me crosscut those work-
pieces with safety and precision, but my 
saw’s stock fence proved awkward for rip-
ping thin and narrow stock. So I built the 
small-stock rip jig shown below.

Apply strips of self-adhesive measuring 
tape where shown, making it easy to set the 
fence at a precise distance from, and parallel 
to, the blade.

—Bill Wells, Olympia, Wash.
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No-cost, effective clamp pads
Sure, you can always use wood scraps as 
clamp pads, but here’s a better option: plastic-
laminate scraps, often available as samples 
from home centers or cabinet shops. Cut them 
into 11⁄2×11⁄2" squares and put them to work. 
Unlike wood pads, plastic laminate readily 
sheds glue, and eats up precious little clamp-
ing capacity. Place the smoothest side of the 
laminate against your workpiece.

—Joe Godfrey, Forest City, N.C.

SHOP TIPS 

A short length of open-wire shelving —often available free from anybody installing or removing 
it from a home remodel—makes a great organizer for turners. Mounted to the wall directly 
behind your lathe, it holds tools, glues, and finishing supplies, but lets chips fall right through.

—Kenneth Walden, Farmington, N.H.

Fast-and-easy-to-install, super-effective turning tool rack

Plastic
laminate





Bin handle

3/8"  steel rod

7/16"  hole
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Take the pain out of 
bandsaw adjustments
Many bandsaws have small knobs for secur-
ing guide blocks and thrust bearings. To 
make those knobs gentler on your fingers, 
into the lid of a discarded container or an 
old credit card, drill holes just big enough to 
hold knobs. Then fill a container with Plasti 
Dip. Dunk the knobs, let dry for 30 minutes, 
and give them another dunking. Your fin-
gertips will thank you the next time you 
need to make bandsaw adjustments.

—Willie Sandry, Camas, Wash.
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SHOP TIPS 

Because of the difficulty in seeing and 
reaching items on my cabinets’ highest 
shelves, I wasn’t storing much up there. 
Then, I made a tool for quickly retrieving 
small, clear bins labeled with their contents. 

 To make such a tool, cut a short piece of 
wood to fit the cavity formed by the bin 
handles. Drill a 7⁄16" hole into the wood to 
accept a length of 3⁄8" steel rod. (The oversize 
hole allows room for epoxy you’ll add later.) 
At about 6" down from the wood, bend the 
rod at a 30° angle. Then add a 1"-diameter 
dowel handle with a 7⁄16" hole. The exact 
length of the rod will depend on the height 
and position of your highest bins. Add 
epoxy to the holes and assemble.

—Sam Jenkins, Bastrop, Texas

Simple tool puts high-stacked
mini bins within easy reach

continued on page 22



Introducing the new Castle 100. It’s not a jig, it’s a power tool.

THINK YOU KNOW ABOUT SCREW POCKET JOINERY? 

THINK AGAIN.

Whether you’re a novice, a pocket pro, or somewhere in 
between the new Castle 100 is the perfect screw pocket cutter 
for furniture and casework assembly, as well as wall-panel 
applications. 

Find out what woodworking pros already know, Castle makes 
screw pocket joinery faster and easier with better results. Call 
today or visit us online to get yours. Available for $479.00 at 
www.castleusa.com use coupon code Castleit and get free 
shipping anywhere in the USA.

The routed pocket leaves a clean slot without tear out 
typical of drilled pockets.

The 6° pilot hole is drilled from the edge of the material 
creating a communicating hole from the edge clear 
through to the pocket and its low angle reduces shifting 
forces during assembly.

Drilling the pilot hole from the edge inward toward the 
pocket eliminates the chances of excess material being 
trapped between your joint.

For over 30 years professional woodworkers have 
counted on Castle screw pocket cutters to provide 
superior results. Now you can too. 

12.5”

6.5” wt. 8lbs.

1.800.282.8338
www.castleusa.com

CASTLE 100 U.S Patent Pending

Quick link to Castle 100 product info
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Instant glue hardens wood 
threads so screws stay put
I often drill and tap wood, MDF, and ply-
wood for holding bolts, screws, and threaded 
inserts. One example: zero-clearance inserts 
with leveling setscrews. But I had a problem 
with the fasteners vibrating, enlarging the 
tapped holes, and moving.

To prevent that from happening, put a 
tiny drop of thin-bodied cyanoacrylate 
(instant) glue into each hole and spritz it 
with accelerator. Then make another pass 
with the tap to clean up the now-hardened 
threads. Add a bit of thread lock to the fas-
tener and know that it won’t again move on 
its own. 

—Floyd Calderwood, Belfast, Maine

Dental trick prevents
damage to delicate inlays
I like to decorate projects with inlays. There’s 
just one problem with that process: remov-
ing the inlay from the routed depression after 
dry-fitting can easily damage the edges of the 
inlay and the depression. To avoid that prob-
lem, I place a piece of dental floss in the recess 
prior to fitting the inlay—the thin floss won’t 
interfere with the fit. Then, remove the inlay 
by simply pulling up on the ends of the floss.

—George LaMotte, Houghton, Mich.



GO DIRECT
CUT OUT THE MIDDLEMAN

Q-Saw Wood Blade 
7-1/4" x 5/8" x 24T

$9.30 ea.

Q-Saw Wood Blade 
10" x 5/8" x 40T

$20.35 ea.

Great pricing on custom-welded saw blades Blade Guide Upgrade Kits
A drastic improvement over factory blade guides 
which translates into cleaner cuts, quieter operation 
and less wated wood.

Circular Saw Blades

Q101® – Extremely Hard Cutting, 
Spring-tempered Edge

Q101® Band Saw Blades – 
72”x½” (6’0”x½”)
72” length for Shopsmith or similar 
models, hard edge, Flex-back Carbon 
only $13.77ea

Q101® Band Saw Blades – 
93½”x½” (7’9½”x½”)
Flex-back Carbon, fi ts most 14” 
Delta Jet, etc. 
only $16.71ea

Q201® – Precision Ground Tooth, 
Computer Controlled Hardening

Q201® Premium Band Saw Blades – 
72”x½” (6’0”x½”)
72” length for Shopsmith or similar 
models, hard edge, Hard Back Carbon 
only $12.57ea

Q201® Band Saw Blades – 
93½”x½” (7’9½”x½”)
Hard Back Carbon, fi ts most 14” 
Delta Jet, etc. 
only $15.11ea

Q201® Band Saw Blades – 
105”x½” (8’9”x½”)
Hard Back Carbon, fi ts most 
14” band saws with risers 
only $16.38ea

Delta 14" Blade Guide 
Conversion Upgrade Kit

only $166.47

Jet 14" Blade Guide 
Conversion Upgrade Kit

only $166.47

Ideal for the woodworking 
industry, our custom-welded 
 blades feature spring-tempered 
backs and precisely hardened 
 teeth allowing for very 
accurate cuts.

• Manufactured with precision 
ground tooth

• Computer controlled hardening

• Custom welded to any length

• Shipped in 24 hours

800.754.6920
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The Heart and Soul 
of Woodworking
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Focusing on the recipient transforms a 

tedious task, like finishing, into an act 

of giving.

F
undamentally, woodworking is about 
creating something for others. Some-
times we make things for ourselves, 

but by and large, the focus is on somebody 
else. We make furniture for someone else to 
enjoy, we build picture frames to highlight 
someone’s special memories, we make book-
cases to fit that particular space in another’s 
hallway. A lot of woodworkers find that this 
element of meeting the needs of others is the 
motivating factor for time in the shop.

I once had a wonderful opportunity to 
work on a special project for a local family. 
Their uncle, the family woodworker, had 
been in the process of making walnut jew-
elry boxes for the ladies in the family when 
he passed away. I took on the job of complet-
ing his project for the family. It was a bit 
tricky to pick up in the middle of all the 
parts and pieces, but I managed to finish the 
set of six boxes, above. Each was engraved 

The objects we craft absorb meaning that make them more than objects.
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with the recipient’s name and “Made by” 
with their uncle’s byline.

I spent a lot of time during this project 
reflecting on other people. I thought about 
the woodworker who started the project, 
and found myself challenged to match his 
standard of craftsmanship. I even stripped 
and refinished one box top because the fin-
ish wasn’t quite right. I thought about the 
women who would have these jewelry boxes 
on their dressers, and how they would 
remember their uncle whenever they 
touched these objects. So I put extra effort 
into rubbing out the finish for a silky-
smooth touch. Focusing on others as I 
worked enhanced my craftsmanship and 
gave me additional satisfaction.

There is a saying that “the laborer works 
with his hands, the craftsman with his head, 
but the artist works with his heart.” A true 
artist puts meaning into their work that 

My grandfather’s shop coat hanging in the office reminds 

me that woodworking is about making things for others, as 

he did for me—my first violin, the desk chair for my first 

homework, the cradle for my kids.

by Bob Rummer



Perhaps it’s in the 

creation of things 

for others that 

we tap into the 

deep “joy of 

woodworking.”

25woodmagazine.com

flows from emotions and passion, distin-
guishing creativity from skillful imitation. 
However, I think working with your heart is 
something much deeper than just creativity.
When my grandfather built a walnut cra-

dle to be shared among his descendants, he 
was thinking of great-grandchildren and 
great-great grandchildren he would never 
meet. He worked with his heart. I keep his 
old shop coat on a hook next to mine as a 
reminder. 
Perhaps it is in the creation of things for 

others that we tap into the deep “joy of wood-
working.” It doesn’t matter if you’re working 
on a simple toy truck or a fancy marquetry 
panel, such as in the cake platter I made for 
my daughter’s wedding (above). Focusing on 
the recipient transforms a tedious task, like 
finishing, into an act of giving. Maybe the 
quote should be, “The laborer works with his 
hands, and his reward is a paycheck and blis-
ters. The woodworker works with his heart, 
and his reward is joy.” 

XBob Rummer inherited his 

woodworking skills from a long 

line of European woodworkers 

dating back to the mid-1700s. His 

custom woodworking reflects the 

craftsmanship and skills of his family 

heritage. Find his shop, Joh. Rummer 

and Söhne, in Lawrence, Kansas, and 

on the web at jrummersons.com.

This platter features walnut from our hometown, and a Celtic claddagh design my son has 

used in several pieces he has built. The wood’s provenance adds meaning;, the design and 

work have meaning because of family history; and the act of spending time in the shop has 

meaning for both my daughter and me.



Revolver and Lever Action Pen Kits. A great gift 
for every hunting, 
target shooting and 
gun afi cionado. All 
pen styles are
completely
authentic with
precision
engineered
components that 
were carefully 
designed to ensure uniqueness and reliability. 
They feature a Parker™ style refi ll for smooth 
writing performance and instructions for how 
to make them. 

Bolt Action Pen Kits
Our best-selling pen kits enjoys a huge 
following in the pen making community. It’s 
beloved for its realistic bolt-action handle that 
smoothly advances and retracts to securely 
lock the refi ll in place. Includes a bolt-action 
rifl e clip and replica 30 caliber cartridge and 
rose gold tip for added authenticity. Requires a 
pen making mandrel, bushings
(Item # PKCP3000BU $5.95) and 3/8” drill bit 
(Item #PKEXEC-3/8 $3.95). Patent No.: US D682,352 S

Easy to start with a FREE DVD!
A $20.95 value!
Our FREE 45-minute instructional DVD is 
packed with all the info you need to start 
making pens. Order Item #DVD. You’ll join 
thousands of other pen makers who love 
creating beautiful gifts!

Revolver Pen Kits NEW!

These nostalgically stylish pens look and work 
just like a real revolver. When you press the 
click mechanism the pen tip extends, the 
trigger clip moves up and the 6-barrel cylin-
der rotates to replicate you loading the gun. 
Then, when you pull the hairpin trigger pen 
clip the tip retracts while the 6-barrel cylinder 
quickly spins to replicate you fi ring the gun. 
Right above the cylinder you’ll fi nd a black 
metal grip that mimics a revolver handle. And 
the bullet cartridge pen tip represents your 
favorite revolver bullet. Requires a pen mak-
ing mandrel, bushings (Item #PKREVBU $5.95) 
and 10mm drill bit (Item #PK10-10 $3.95).
Patent pending.

Lever Action Pen Kits NEW!

The fi rst and only Lever Action Pen Kit that 
replicates the true forward lever action
mechanics of the rifl e. Just pull the lever 
down and forward to extend the refi ll and 
pull it down and forward again to reliably 
retract the refi ll; just like the real thing. The 
handle symbolizes the classic form of the 
trigger and lever. The fi rst of its kind
mechanism even incorporates a
moving-hammer on the top of the back-end 
cylinder. The pen clip is modeled after a rifl e 
scope. The tip depicts the rifl e’s barrel, front 
sight, muzzle and tubular magazine. 

Our Customers
Love These pens!
Edwin W. wrote, “WOW what a awesome pen 

kit. I just completed two Bolt Action pens and 

dang they turned out beautiful. I am so glad I 

got this kit.”

Charles F. wrote, “What a Pen! The Revolver 

pen is my favorite pen I’ve turned so far! It looks, 

works, and feels amazing. It’s real easy to turn 

and real easy to assemble.”

Daryell S. of TN wrote, “I am extremely

delighted with this bolt action pen. The look 

and feel is remarkable and the craftsmanship 

is perfect. This already has become my best 

selling ink pen.”

Easy and 
fun to make

on a lathe

The customizable blank-area becomes rep-
resentative of the rifl e’s forestock. Make your 
own buttock to match with your forestock 
(blank) material. Requires a pen making 
mandrel, bushings (Item #PKLEVBU $4.95), 
and 10mm drill bit (Item # PK10-10 $3.95).
Patent Pending.



  

Bolt Action Pen Kit in 24kt Gold

Lever Action Pen Kits NEW!

Bolt Action Pen Kit in Gun Metal 

Revolver Pen Kit in Chrome

Item # 1-4 5-24 25-49 50+

#PKCP8010 $12.95 $12.05 $11.15    $10.25

#PKCP8020 $12.95 $12.05 $11.15    $10.25

24kt Gold #PKCP8000 $14.95 $13.95 $12.95    $11.95

Item # 1-4 5-9 10-24 25+

Chrome                  #PKREVCH    $22.95    $21.95   $20.95    $19.95
Gun Metal                #PKREVGM    $22.95    $21.95   $20.95    $19.95

Antique Brass (shown above)    #PKREVAB    $24.95    $23.95   $22.95    $21.95

Antique Pewter    #PKREVAP    $24.95    $23.95   $22.95    $21.95

Revolver Pen Kits NEW!

3 Bolt Action Pen Kit Starter Set

You get one of each pen in Chrome, Gun Metal and 24kt Gold plus 
the 3/8” drill bit and 2pc Bushing Set

#PKCPBAPAK SAVE $8 Only $42.75
SAVE 16%* Kits in packs may vary subject to availability

You get 1 Pen Kit in Chrome, 1 in Gun Metal, 1 in Antique Brass and 1 

in Antique Pewter. Plus, you get the bushings and drill bit.

#PKREVSS  SAVE $25  Only $79.95
*Kits in packs may vary subject to availability SAVE 24%

4 Revolver Pen Kit Starter Set 

Lever Action Pen Kit in 24kt Gold

Lever Action Pen Kit in Antique Brass

Lever Action Pen Kit in Antique Pewter  

4 Lever Action Make Your Own Gunstock Starter Set 

You get one of each pen kit in 24kt Gold, Matte Black, Antique Brass and 
Antique Pewter. Plus, you get the bushings and drill bit to make the pens.

#PKLEVSS  SAVE $18   Only $86.95
*Kits in packs may vary subject to availability SAVE 17 %

1-4 5-9 10-24 25+

24kt Gold #PKLEV24 $22.95 $21.95 $20.95 $19.95
Matte Black #PKLEVBK $22.95 $21.95 $20.95 $19.95
Antique Brass #PKLEVAB $22.95 $21.95 $20.95 $19.95 
Antique Pewter #PKLEVAP $22.95 $21.95 $20.95 $19.95

NEW

NEW



N
o small wonder then, that master chair 
builder Russ Filbeck chooses a sanded-
in oil finish for all his work, including 

the masterpieces he donates to the annual 
auction benefiting the global humanitarian 
work of  The Carter Center (cartercenter.org).

Sanded-in oil topped with paste wax  
brings out the light-refracting beauty in fig-
ured woods, such as curly maple or walnut 
crotch, delivering depth and luster that just 
can’t be achieved with a brushed or sprayed 
finish. Should the finish be damaged, you 
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Figure-popping Finish

BEFORE FINISH AFTER FINISH

When you build a chair destined to sell for $50,000 
at auction, its finish had better be pretty special.

Russ Filbeck specializes in 

making ladder-back chairs, 

like this one he crafted from 

ancient kauri, a wood found 

buried for 50,000 years 

in New Zealand. For more 

information on the wood, go 

to ancientwood.com

fTo build a lap desk 

similar to the one 

shown here, see issue 

159 (November 2004) or 

woodmagazine.com/lapdesk.

can easily repair it by simply sanding in 
more oil. And because the finish fills the 
wood pores with an oil/wood fiber slurry, 
even highly porous species, such as oak, 
become silky smooth to the touch. 

 Fortunately, you can use a few basic fin-
ishing supplies, and Russ’ simple method, to 
get the same high-dollar look and feel with 
your projects. This method requires a little 
more effort and patience than most finish-
ing techniques, but you’ll find the results 
well worth it. 

Achieve visual depth and sensuous feel like nothing else.
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First, round up a 
few supplies
After years of trying various 
brands and products, Russ prefers 
the following products:
➊ Liberon Finishing Oil. “It pene-
trates deep into the wood without 
becoming sticky prior to absorp-
tion,” says Russ. “Minwax Antique 
Oil Finish works almost as well, 
and is widely available.”
➋ Clear Liberon Wax Polish. 
“Other high-quality waxes will 
suffice, so long as they’re clear.”
➌ 3M Wetordry silicon carbide 
sandpaper in 220, 320, and 400 
grits. “It holds up better than most; 
other abrasives made for wet use 
will also work.” 
➍ Small squirt bottle for con-
trolled dispensing of the oil.
➎ Clean, lint-free rags for wiping 
away excess oil, applying paste 
wax, and buffing.
➏ Nitrile or latex gloves.

➎

➊

➋

➍

➏

➌

fBuy these supplies 

with one click. 

woodmagazine.com/

sandedinfinish

Note: If you choose a 
slow-curing oil finish, 
such as boiled linseed 

oil, allow 2–3 times as 
much curing time 

between coats.

CAUTION: Oily finish 
rags can spontaneously 
combust if left 
crumpled in a trash 
can. Always lay out 
oil-soaked rags on a 
noncombustible 
surface, such as a 
concrete slab, until 
completely dry.

½   sheet ¼   sheet

1/8  sheet 1/1 6 sheet

A B
Create a 1⁄16 sheet by cutting a full sanding sheet in half across its width, then repeating 

that action three more times on each resulting piece of abrasive.

Pack the pores with an oil/fiber slurry as you sand the workpiece surface in a circular 

motion. Sand with the grain for the last few strokes to remove any swirl marks.

Let’s do this

1Before you apply the finish, sand project 
surfaces with 80-, 120-, 150-, and 180-

grit abrasives. Lightly sponge the project 
with water to expose any glue squeeze-out; 
remove it with a chisel or scraper. Check 
surfaces in a low-angle light for dents, and 
use a hot iron and clean wet cloth to steam 
them out. Allow the project to dry, then 
sand with 220-grit abrasive. 

2Cut the wet-sanding abrasive sheets into 
1⁄16-sheet pieces (about 21⁄4×23⁄4"). Fold 

those twice to yield three equal sanding 
surfaces [Photo A].

3Squirt oil onto a small section of the proj-
ect (one face of a box, or one arm of a 

chair, for example). Sand the oil into the 
surface using 220-grit abrasive [Photo B]. 
When you feel the sandpaper starting to 
dull, rotate to a fresh abrasive surface. In 

Tip! To prevent the 

abrasive backing from 

absorbing humidity and 

curling, tear sandpaper 

into 1⁄4 sheets and store 

those in zipper-type 

plastic sandwich bags. 
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Produced by Bill Krier with 

Russ Filbeck

Note: With coarse-
grain woods, such as 

oak, ash, mahogany, or 
walnut, sand in two 

coats of oil using 
220-grit abrasive before 
moving on to 320-grit.

Remove excess slurry using a clean, lint-free cloth and a light touch. Apply a thin and even film of wax using a soft, lint-free cloth. A discarded ladies’ shoulder 

pad also works well.

Meet Russ Filbeck
After a 23-year Navy career, most of it aboard 

submarines, Russ taught woodworking at the 

college level for 24 years. Today, when he’s 

not making donations to auctions for The 

Carter Center or Good Samaritan Boys 

Ranch near Springfield, Missouri, Russ in-

structs chair-making one-on-one in his San 

Diego garage workshop, where he’s happy 

to say “The door stays open nearly year-

round.” He enjoys sharing his knowledge 

with woodworkers around the world, and 

strives to incorporate the skills, precision, 

and sense of tradition from Japanese wood-

working into his own work.

little time you’ll force as much slurry as pos-
sible into the pores—stop at that point and 
let the oil cure 5–10 minutes. Then, wipe 
away excess slurry [Photo C]. For working 
efficiency, repeat the oil application/sanding 
process on another section as you wait for 
the previous section to do its initial curing. 

4After completing the previous step on all 
surfaces, wipe the entire project with a 

clean cloth every hour, for four hours, to 
remove any oil bleed-back. Let the finish cure 
24 hours. Some domestic woods, such as wal-
nut, cherry, and oak, as well as drier exotics, 
including bubinga, may require two days of 

curing. Oily exotics, such as cocobolo or teak, 
should sit 3–4 days between coats. 

5Repeat Steps 3 and 4 using 320-grit sand-
paper. Then, repeat again with 400-grit 

abrasive. Allow the finish to cure at least one 
week after the final oil application.

Bring out the sheen with wax

1Thoroughly work paste wax into a soft 
cloth. Then, apply it sparingly [Photo D], 

and let sit 20 minutes.

2Buff the wax with a soft, lint-free cotton 
cloth. If you want an even higher sheen, 

repeat the wax application after 24 hours. 

C D





You’ll Ever Build A simple system yields basic, 
but great-looking, cabinetry.
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Undermount 
drawer
slides

35mm
hinges

Overlay drawer
and door

Prefinished
plywood 
carcase



30½"

½" groove ¼" deep
3/8" from outside edge

1/8" round-over

1¼" pocket
screws

5"

1½"

1½"

21"

22¾"

7/8"

30½"

30½"

23½"

½" dado ¼" deep

1¼" 
pocket 
screws

Shelf pin

RAIL

RAILS

STILE

Carcase stretchers

STILE

Face-frame and toekick 
are ¾"-thick hardwood.

Carcase built from
½" prefinished plywood.

 SHOW PANEL
(¼" plywood)

23"

BACK

BOTTOM

SIDE

SIDE

TOEKICK
FRONT

TOEKICK
BACK

TOEKICK
SIDE

22"

47/8" *

19"* See the
instructions.

22¾"
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T
he secret to building a cabinet lickety-
split? It’s not one thing, but a series of 
choices regarding materials, joinery, 

part sizing, and methods of work, each pro-
viding efficiency and saving time. 

Senior Design Editor Kevin Boyle has 
built dozens of cabinets using the approach 
shown here. If you read and understand the 
process before you get into the shop, you’ll 
be amazed how quickly a cabinet comes 
together.

The keys to speed
First, let’s review some of the ways Kevin 
speeds up the build.
fLumber. Using prefinished 1⁄2" maple or 
birch plywood for the carcase reduces fin-
ishing time, materials cost, and weight. Plus, 
the light-colored wood improves visibility 
inside the cabinet. Place the finished face to 
the inside, because the only visible exterior 
carcase face is on the end of a line of cabi-
nets. Cover that face with a 1⁄4" plywood 
show panel. (Apply a panel to each side of a 
freestanding cabinet with both sides visible.)
fDesign. Overlay doors and drawers require 
the least fitting, so that’s the fast choice.  

fA 1⁄4" plywood 

carcase back would 

be cheaper, but 1⁄2" 

plywood provides 

purchase for the screws 

for the drawer-slide 

brackets.

fHardware. Kevin chooses undermount 
drawer slides [Source] because they install eas-
ily with no visible hardware.  

To maintain a clean look, go with 35mm 
hinges [Source]. They hide inside the cabinet 
and adjust in three axes, reducing the time 
spent fitting doors. With a soft-close feature, 
you won’t put up with slamming doors.
fProcedure. A cabinet doesn’t require a lot 
of hardwood, so prep it all in one session. 
Select your best-looking material for the 
face frame, door frame, and drawer false 
front [Drawings 1, 2, 4], and plane it, and stock 
for the toekick, to 3⁄4" thick. Plane the drawer-
box material to 5⁄8" thick. 

Minimize time spent swapping a dado set 
in and out by cutting all parts to size first. 
Then cut all of the door and drawer joinery 
with one dado stack, and the joinery for the 
carcase with a second dado stack.

Save precious floor space and make mov-
ing around the shop easier by building the 
face frame first, then fit the door and drawer 
to the face-frame openings, and construct 
the bulky carcase last. 

Now that you know the “why’s” of build-
ing a cabinet quickly, let’s get to the “how.”

CABINET CARCASE1
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First, build the face frame
Note: This base cabinet is a standard 34 1⁄2" high 
and 24" deep [Drawing 1]. While the sample is 24" 
wide, you can vary any of these dimensions to suit 
your needs. For example, make shorter a shop cabi-
net that doubles as a tool stand to put the tool at a 
comfortable working height.

Round over the top inside edge of the 
lower rail [Drawing 1], then assemble the face 
frame with pocket screws. You’ll cut the 
grooves in the stiles later. Finish-sand to 220 
grit the face frame, door panel, and drawer 
false front, and apply a finish to these pieces.

Do the drawer and door
Size the drawer false front [Drawing 2] and the 
completed door [Drawing 4] 3⁄4" wider and 
taller than the face-frame openings. Cut the 
drawer sides, front, and back 1" narrower 
than the opening height. The completed 
drawer box will be 3⁄8" narrower than the 
opening width. 

Set up a 1⁄4" dado blade in your tablesaw to 
cut the joinery [Drawings 2, 3, 4]: grooves and 
dadoes in the drawer parts; centered grooves 

in the door rails and stiles; and rabbets on 
the ends of the rails [Photo A]. To accommo-
date the drawer slides, notch the drawer 
backs [Drawing 2a], and drill the holes.

With the joinery cut, glue up the door, 
applying a small amount of glue in the grooves 
to secure the panel. Then glue up the drawer 
box without the false front. While the glue 
dries, you can move on to the carcase.

Adjust the blade height and rip-fence position to cut 3⁄8"-long tongues on each end of the 

door rails. Sneak up on the final blade height to get a snug-fitting tongue.

¼" hole 3/8" deep

Back SIDE

½" x 13/8" notch
on back only

5/8"

15/16"

9/32"

13/8"

¼" dadoes ¼" deep 3/8" from ends

¼" rabbets 
3/8" deep

197/8"

¼" grooves ¼" deep
½" from bottom edge

provides room for fixing
clips below bottom

5¾"

21"

4"

21¾"

SIDE

FRONT

BACK

BOTTOM

#8x1" F.H. screw

SIDE

FALSE FRONT ( ¾" thick)

Drawer sides, front,
and back are 5/8" thick.

 Auxiliary fence
3/8"

Cut ¼" dadoes ¼" deep
near both ends of the

drawer sides. 

Cut ¼" rabbets 3/8" deep
into both ends of the

drawer front and back. 

3/8"

Zero-
clearance

insert 

¼" dado
stack

¼" dado
stack

Zero-
clearance

insert 

¼"

A

DRAWER
(Viewed from back)

2

LOCK RABBET JOINT
FOR DRAWER

3

DRAWER REAR CORNER2a
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Craft the carcase last
Set up your dado blade to match the thick-
ness of the 1⁄2" plywood. Then, rabbet and 
dado the carcase sides and back, and groove 
the face-frame stiles [Drawings 1 and 5]. If you 
want an adjustable shelf, drill shelf-pin holes 
in the carcase sides. Glue up the carcase as 
shown in Photos B–D. 

Assemble the toekick [Sizing the toekick, next 
page], and glue it to the bottom of the cabi-
net, against the back [Drawing 1]. Cut the show 

¼" shelf-pin holes

(optional)

½" dado ¼" deep

7/8"

½"

4¼"

2½"

12¾"

½" dado ¼" deep

2¼"

½" rabbet ¼" deep

½"

7/8" 23½"

CARCASE SIDE

Glue the bottom to the back and secure the joint with 

1 1⁄4" narrow-crown staples.

Attach a carcase side to this assembly. The sides 

protrude 1⁄4" beyond the bottom to fit into the grooves in 

the face frame.

Add the stretchers and remaining side. Then glue the face 

frame to the carcase (no staples). 

B C D

fLearn how to get 

perfectly sized dadoes 

with just one test cut.

woodmagazine.com/

perfectdadovid

CARCASE SIDE
(Left inside face shown, right side is mirror image)

5

PANEL
(¼" plywood)

7/8"

4"

STILE

STILE

RAIL

RAIL Rails and stiles
are ¾" thick.

2¼"

35mm (13/8")
hinge-cup

hole ½" deep

3/8" rabbets
¼" deep

3/8" deep

18"
2¼"

18"

18"

21¾"

DOOR
(Viewed from back)

4

panel to cover the cabinet side and glue it in 
place. If you drilled shelf-pin holes, cut a 
shelf from 3⁄4" plywood, cover the exposed 
edge with hardwood, and set it in place on 
shelf pins.

Bottom

Bottom

Back
Back

Back

Side

Side

Side

Stretcher
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Install the door and drawer
Drill the hinge-cup holes in the door, and 
the knob and pull holes in the drawer false 
front and door. Install the knob and pull. 
Screw the hinges to the door, then install the 
cabinet-mount portion of the hinge [Photo E]. 

Install the drawer slides [Photos F and G]. 
Attach the fixing clips to the drawers. Slide 
the drawer in place, then rest a 3⁄8"-thick 
spacer on the door to position the false front 
over the drawer box. Clamp the false front in 
place, then drive screws from the inside 
[Drawing 3]. 

Remove the hardware, and apply a finish 
to the door and drawer. Lastly, top the cabi-
net with a countertop. 

Multiple cabinets,
overhang front 3½" and 

exposed side 3". 

Place 7/8"-thick
spacer on toekick. 

#8 x 2"
F.H. screw

Clamp a straight scrap to the face frame 3⁄8" below the top of the bottom rail and parallel 

to the rail’s edge. Rest the door on the scrap, and screw the hinge mounting plates to the 

exposed face frame.

Attach the rear mounting brackets to the drawer slides and measure from the bottom of 

the slide to the bottom of the bracket. Subtract this from the distance from the top edge 

of the middle rail and the cabinet bottom. Cut a scrap support to this length.

Rest the slide on the scrap and the face frame with 

the front end set back from the front of the face frame 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Screw the 

slide to the face frame and the back.

E F

G

MULTIPLE-CABINET 
TOEKICK 

6

Sizing the toekick
Keep in mind these guidelines as you 

build a toekick. For a single cabinet, 

make the toekick as shown to fit between 

the cabinet sides [Drawing 1].

For two or more cabinets set next to 

each other, the cabinet sides and backs 

rest on the toekick, so make the toekick 

parts 4" wide and the toekick length 3" 

less than the combined width of the 

cabinets. Put the toekick in place, level it, 

then screw it to the floor. Rest the 

cabinets on it, overhanging the front and 

exposed side [Drawing 6]. Shim above 

the exposed side of the toekick. Join the 

cabinets with screws through the 

adjoining face frames, and then screw 

them to the wall studs. 

3/8"

Scrap 
support

fGet details about 

installing cabinets.

woodmagazine.com/

built-ins-that-blend-in

Mounting
bracket
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Cutting Diagram

Materials List
(for one standard cabinet)

FINISHED SIZE

Part T W L Matl. Qty.

Carcase

sides 1⁄2" 23 1⁄2" 30 1⁄2" PP 2

back 1⁄2" 22 3⁄4" 30 1⁄2" PP 1

bottom 1⁄2" 23" 22 3⁄4" PP 1

face-frame 
stiles

3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 30 1⁄2" M 2

face-frame 
rails

3⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 21" M 3

stretchers 1⁄2" 4" 22 3⁄4" PP 2

show panel 1⁄4" 23 1⁄4" 30 1⁄2" P 1

toekick sides 3⁄4" 47⁄8"* 19" M 2

toekick front/
back

3⁄4" 4 7⁄8"* 22" M 2

Door

stiles 3⁄4" 2 1⁄4" 213⁄4" M 2

rails 3⁄4" 2 1⁄4" 18" M 2

panel 1⁄4" 18" 18" P 1

Drawer

sides 5⁄8" 4" 21" M 2

front/back 5⁄8" 4" 19 7⁄8" M 2

false front 3⁄4" 53⁄4" 213⁄4" M 1

bottom 1⁄4" 19 7⁄8" 20 1⁄4" P 1

* See Sizing the toekick on the previous page.

Materials key: PP—prefinished plywood, M—maple (or your 

choice of species), P—maple plywood (or your choice of species).

Supplies: 11⁄4" pocket screws, 11⁄4" crown staples, #8×1" 

flathead screws, 1⁄4" shelf pins (optional), drawer and door pulls. 

Produced by Craig Ruegsegger 

with Kevin Boyle

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine, 

Lorna Johnson

Drawer bottom

¼ x 48 x 48" Plywood

Show panel

Door panel

Source: 

Blum 110° soft-close hinges (1 pair), no. B071B3650, $5.27 ea.; 

Blum face-frame clip mounting plates (2), no. B175L6600.22, 

$1.34; Hettich 21" soft-close drawer slides (1 pair), no. HT9134329, 

$25; Woodworker’s Hardware, 800-383-0130, wwhardware.com.
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From lumber to 
slumber in no time

 Bed
W For a unique feature, 

use a natural-edge slab 

for the headboard instead 

of a glued-up panel. 
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EXPLODED VIEW

Knockdown fasteners
allow for easy break-
down and transport.

Sized for a
queen-size mattress

I

H

80¼"

70¼"

5½"

#8 x 1½" F.H. screw

O

A

Fold the foot halves to form a 90° corner. Tightly pull 

the joint together with more masking tape.bevels.the bevel points touching. Apply masking tape across the joint.

Photos A–C. This method also works for 

C
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Build the base frame

1Cut the end rails (B) and side rails (C) 
[Drawing 2] and finish-sand them. Assemble 

the feet (A/A) and end rails [Photo D].

2Cut the side cleats (D). Glue and screw 
them to the side rails (C), flush at the bot-

tom and centered end to end [Drawing 2].

3Cut the end cleats (E) and slat support 
(F). Using double-face tape, secure a cleat 

to the bottom face of the support at each 
end. Drill holes through the cleats and into 
the support [Drawing 3]. Separate the parts, 
remove the tape, and glue dowels into the 
stopped holes in the support [Drawing 2]. Glue 
the cleats to the end rails (B), flush at the 
bottom and centered.

4Cut the leg sides (G) and glue the leg 
together [Drawing 4]. Center the leg on the 

slat support and screw it in place [Drawing 2].

5Clamp the side rails (C) to the inside 
faces of the feet on the end-rail assem-

blies [Drawing 2]. Drill 5⁄16" holes through the 
feet and side rails [Drawing 1]. Separate the 
parts and enlarge the rail holes to 3⁄8". 
Assemble the side rails to the end-rail 
assemblies with cut-to-length connector 
bolts and cap nuts [Source].

6Cut the caps (H, I) [Exploded View] and 
clamp them to the rails (B, C), overhang-

ing 21⁄8" all around. Remove the caps one at 
a time and glue and clamp them in place. 
Do not glue the end caps to the side rails. 
Finish-sand the caps.

Note: We purchased 
2 3⁄4" connector bolts 
and trimmed them to 
2 1⁄8" long with a 
hacksaw.

Cap nut

E  

83½"

7¼"

¼" holes

¼" dowel 11/8" long

A

B

G

Connector bolt 2¾" long,
cut to 21/8"

C

D

C

E

F

#8 x 2" F.H.
screwA

66"

4"

#8 x 1½" F.H. screw

#8 x 1½" F.H. screw

A

B

¼" hole
3/8" deep,

drilled from
bottom face

½"
3"

¼" hole

B

E

F
½"

½" 3"

G

Glue and screw the feet (A/A) to the ends of the end rails (B) with the top ends and 

edges flush and the rail ends tightly butted into the inside corners of the feet.

D

B

A

A

BASE FRAME2

CLEAT AND 
SUPPORT DETAIL

3 LEG END 
VIEW

4

C

2½"

R=5"

5/16" hole

2"

A

B

3/8" hole

1/8" chamfer

Cap nut
Beveled edges

2½" 1"

Connector bolt 
2¾" long,

cut to 21/8"

9½"

12"

FOOT1
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Add the headboard

1Cut the struts (J) and mark the tapers 
[Drawing 5]. Bandsaw just outside the taper 

lines. Stick the parts together with double-face 
tape and joint the tapered faces smooth, feed-
ing the wide ends across the cutterhead first. 

2Cut the brace (K) and spacer (L) [Drawing 

6]. Drill pocket holes in the back of the 
brace and the bottom face of the spacer. 
Glue and clamp the parts with the ends and 
back edges flush. Clamp the brace/spacer 
assembly between the struts (J) flush at the 
back and bottom and drive pocket screws.

Note: We drilled 
pocket holes with a 

Kreg Jig HD and used 
2 1⁄2" HD pocket screws 

to join the brace/spacer 
assembly (K/L) to the 

struts (J). You can 
instead use a standard 
pocket-hole jig and 2" 

pocket screws. If you 
don’t have a pocket-

hole jig, drill counter-
bored holes through the 

struts, screw the struts 
to the brace and spacer, 

and plug the holes.

¼-20 threaded insert

countersunk

6"

J

N

¼-20 x 1¼" panhead
machine screw

11/32" holes 9/16" deep

5/16" washer

5/16" hole

70¼"

66¼"

16"

2"

5"

1"

K

42"
11"

2½"  HD
pocket screw

L
J

#8 x 1½"
F.H. screw

M

2"

holes.

¾"
11/8"

1½"

1"

M

Lay out the slots and drill overlapping 1⁄4" holes. True up the edges of the 

slots with a chisel.

Center a 1⁄4" drill bit in the flange (M) slots and drill into the headboard (N) only enough to make a mark. 

Drill pilot holes into the headboard at the flange center-hole locations.

3Cut the flanges (M). Drill the center 
holes and form the slots [Drawings 6 and 7, 

Photo E]. Glue the flanges to the struts (J), 
flush with the tapered edge.

4Edge-join a blank for the headboard (N)
and sand it smooth. Cut the headboard 

to size, cut the end angles [Drawing 6], and 
finish-sand it. With the headboard face-
down on your workbench, clamp the strut 
assembly (J–M) to the headboard, centered 
and 1" from the top edge. Mark the flange 
(M) slot and hole locations [Photo F].

E F

M

J

J

N

K

L

Scrapwood support

M

M

27"

5"

2"

J

STRUT5

HEADBOARD 
(Viewed from back)

6

SLOT 
DETAIL

7
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Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part T W L Matl. Qty.

A foot halves 11⁄4" 7" 12" Y 8

B end rails 11⁄4" 51⁄2" 66" Y 2

C side rails 11⁄4" 51⁄2" 831⁄2" Y 2

D side cleats 3⁄4" 11⁄2" 751⁄2" Y 2

E end cleats 3⁄4" 1" 3" Y 2

F slat support 3⁄4" 3" 831⁄2" Y 1

G leg sides 3⁄4" 21⁄4" 71⁄4" Y 4

H end caps 11⁄4" 5" 701⁄4" Y 2

I side caps 11⁄4" 5" 801⁄4" Y 2

J struts 11⁄4" 5" 27" Y 2

K brace 11⁄4" 3" 42" Y 1

L spacer 11⁄4" 413⁄16" 42" Y 1

M flanges 3⁄4" 11⁄2" 12" Y 2

N headboard 11⁄4" 16" 701⁄4" EY 1

O slats 3⁄4" 31⁄2" 631⁄4" Y 9

Materials key: Y–yellow pine, EY–edge-glued yellow pine.

Supplies: #8×11⁄2" flathead screws, #8×2" flathead screws, 2 1⁄2" HD 

pocket screws, 1⁄4-20×1" panhead machine screws (4), 5⁄16" washers (4), 1⁄4" 

dowel 12" long.

Source: 2 3⁄4" connector bolts, statuary bronze no. 31856, 

$5.99/8-pack (3 packs); cap nuts, statuary bronze no. 31815, $5.49/8-pack 

(3 packs); 1⁄4-20 threaded inserts, hex drive no. 31872, $6.99/8-pack;

Rockler, 800-279-4441, rockler.com.

Cutting Diagram

Produced by 

Craig Ruegsegger with 

Brian Bergstrom and 

Jan Svec

Project design: Kevin Boyle

Illustrations: Roxanne 

LeMoine, Lorna Johnson

A*A*

1½ x 7¼ x 120" Yellow pine * Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.  

J*

A* A* A*A* A* A*

* B

1½ x 7¼ x 96" Yellow pine (2 needed)

1½ x 7¼ x 96" Yellow pine (2 needed)

C*

1½ x 5½ x 72" Yellow pine (2 needed)  

H*

I*

1½ x 5½ x 96" Yellow pine (2 needed)    

L*

1½ x 5½ x 96" Yellow pine

N*

K*

1½ x 5½ x 72" Yellow pine (2 needed)

N*

1½ x 7¼ x 72" Yellow pine

¾ x 3½ x 96" Yellow pine

D M

¾ x 3½ x 96" Yellow pine

¾ x 3½ x 72" Yellow pine (9 needed)

F

O G

E

Drive the threaded inserts into the headboard (N) with a hex wrench.

G

N

M

J
5Remove the strut assembly and drill 

holes for threaded inserts [Drawing 6, 

Source]. Install the inserts [Photo G].

6Center the headboard assembly on the end 
cap (H) and clamp it in place [Exploded View]. 

Drill 5⁄16" holes through the spacer (L) and the 
end cap. Remove the headboard assembly and 
enlarge the end-cap holes to 3⁄8".

7From 3⁄4" stock, cut the slats (O) to size 
and finish-sand them.

Finish up

1Disassemble the base frame and finish-
sand where needed, easing sharp edges 

with a sanding block. Apply a clear finish. 
(We used a water-based satin polyurethane.)

2In the bedroom, reassemble the base 
frame and mount the headboard assem-

bly [Exploded View]. Fasten the slats (O) to the 

fInstall threaded 

inserts true with this 

simple jig.

woodmagazine.com/

insertinstall

side cleats (D) with a single screw at each 
end. Plop in the mattress. Now that you’ve 
finished making the bed, get the linens, and 
make the bed. 
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  Bench-mounted

Router Table
Hang one on to save valuable shop space.



A

C

D

E

L

N

N

M

Table insert levelers

Cleats trap the 
benchtop and 

stiffen the router table.

Butt-joined drawers slide 
on over-width drawer bottoms 

that fit dadoes in the case sides.

Learn to cut an opening that perfectly
fits your router-table insert plate.

Use off-the-shelf hardware
for the fence.

#8 x 1¼" F.H. screw

#8 x 1½" F.H. screw

13/8"

1"

woodmagazine.com 45

fBuy the insert plate 

and levelers we used.

woodmagazine.com/

rtinsert

EXPLODED VIEW
(Viewed from back)

S
ave the precious floor space you’d 
devote to a typical router table by mak-
ing this model that clamps to the edge of 

a bench. You still get built-in storage for bits, 
wrenches, and push pads, and a fully adjust-
able fence with dust collection and sliding 
faces that reduce tear-out when routing. 

When you finish routing, stow the table away 
for full use of your bench. Building it requires 
less than one sheet of 1⁄2" plywood.
Note: The tabletop is sized for an 11 3⁄4×9 1⁄4" insert 
plate. For a larger insert, adjust the length of the 
tabletop (L) as needed to allow the drawer cases 
(A–C) to clear the opening in the tabletop.



31/8"

Centered hole to fit
 shop-vacuum hose

45º bevel

45º bevel

¼"-20 hexhead bolt
1½" long

¼" wing nuts

¼" washers

4½"

5¾"

12"

4"

¼"-20 hexhead bolt
1½" long epoxied into

¾" hole ¼" deep

H

H

H

 K

J

G

I

I

H
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FENCE ASSEMBLY2

4¾"

¼"

4¼"

¼" dadoes
¼" deep

43/16"
¼"

37/8"

11"

1" hole

12"

12"

A
A

B

B

D
D

E

E

F

C

DRAWER AND CASE1

Build the cases and drawers

1Cut the case sides (A), tops and bottoms 
(B), and backs (C) to size [Materials List]. 

Dado the sides (A) [Drawing 1], then glue the 
sides to the tops and bottoms. Glue on the 
backs (C). 

2Cut the drawer sides (D) and fronts/
backs (E). Drill a centered hole in each 

front [Drawing 1], and glue up the drawers. 
Cut the bottoms (F) to size, and glue them to 
the drawers, flush at the front and back, and 
centered side-to-side. Check the fit of the 
drawers in the cases (A–C).

Fabricate a fence

1Cut fence parts G–J to size. Form the 
cutout in the fence base (G) and drill the 

holes [Drawing 2a].

2To make the slots in the fence (J), drill 1⁄4" 
holes at the ends of the slots [Drawing 2b]. 

Attach an edge guide to your router and rout 
between the holes with a 1⁄4" spiral upcut or 
straight bit. Note: Place a spoil board below the 
fence to prevent routing into your workbench. Then 
cut the rectangular opening in the fence.
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Cover the bottom of a hole with two-part epoxy, seat the head of the bolt, then add more 

epoxy, making sure the adhesive stays below the top of the hole.

Steady the bolt upright using a block that matches the width of the fence, with a centered 
1⁄4" hole with a 1" counterbore 1⁄4" deep.

33/8"

¼" holeR=1½"
12"

4¾" 4¼"

3"

24"
Location of parts

G

H

1½"15/8"

4¼"
¼" slot 1¾" long

1½"

10½"

24"

3"

2½" 2"

4" J

A B

FENCE BASE2a FENCE2b

Tip! For the fence 

braces (H), cut 3" 

squares diagonally with a 

bandsaw or jigsaw.

Tip! Make a few extra 

fence faces (I) so you can 

quickly install a fresh set 

when the current ones get 

chewed up.

3Drill the holes in the fence faces (I) [Drawing 

2] and install the bolts [Photos A, B].

4While the epoxy cures, glue the fence (J) 
to the base (G), and add the braces (H). 

Then cut the dust port (K) to size, beveling 
the ends. Drill a hole to fit the hose of your 
shop-vacuum and glue the port in place.

Now the table

1Laminate two pieces of 1⁄2" plywood for 
the top (L) and cut the top to size. 

2Note: We used levelers to support the insert. 
This allows cutting an opening that matches the 

size of the router insert plate, as described below. If 
you choose not to use these levelers, cut the opening 
1" narrower than the insert plate in each dimension, 
and rout a 1⁄2" rabbet for the plate to rest in. Drive a 
#6×1" flathead screw at each corner of the rabbet to 
level the plate. 
Position your insert plate on the tabletop 

[Drawing 3] and trace around it. Drill 1 1⁄2" 
holes at each corner. Jigsaw between the 
holes, staying just inside the lines. Then 
affix straight-edged scraps along the lines, 
using double-faced tape. Flush-trim the 
opening [Photo C].

TABLETOP3

I
I

¾"
26"

20"

4" ¾" dadoes  3/8" deep

L 6¾"

11¾"

9¼"

71/8"

½" rabbet  3/8" deep
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Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part T W L Matl. Qty.

Drawer case and drawers

A case sides 1⁄2" 12" 10 1⁄16" Ply 4

B case tops/bottoms 1⁄2" 4" 12" Ply 4

C case backs 1⁄2" 5" 10 1⁄16" Ply 2

D drawer sides 1⁄2" 4 3⁄16" 11" Ply 8

E drawer fronts/backs 1⁄2" 4 3⁄16" 3 7⁄8" Ply 8

F drawer bottoms 1⁄4" 4 3⁄8" 12" M 4

Fence

G base 3⁄4" 3" 24" Ply 1

H braces 3⁄4" 3" 3" Ply 4

I faces 3⁄4" 4" 12" Ply 2

J fence 3⁄4" 4" 24" Ply 1

K dust port 1⁄4" 4 1⁄2" 4 1⁄2" M 1

Table and mounts

L tabletop 1" 26" 20" LP 1

M cleat mounts 1⁄2" 2 1⁄2" 8" Ply 2

N cleats 1" 6" 8" LP 2

Materials key: Ply–plywood, M–medium-density fiberboard 

(MDF), LP-laminated plywood.

Supplies: #8×1 1⁄4" flathead screws, #8×1 1⁄2" flathead screws, 
1⁄4"-20×1 1⁄2" hexhead bolts (6), 1⁄4" washers (6), 1⁄4" wing nuts (6).

Blade and bits: Dado set; 1", 1 1⁄2", 2" holesaws or Forstner 

bits, 3⁄4" Forstner bit; top-bearing flush-trim, 1⁄4" straight router bits.

Source: 48" T-track, no. 142806, $20, Woodcraft, 800-225-1153, 

woodcraft.com.

Cutting Diagram

Produced by Craig Ruegsegger 

with Kevin Boyle

Project design: Kevin Boyle

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine, 

Lorna Johnson

6"

8"

1"

1"

N

A top-bearing flush-trim bit shaves the opening flush with the edges of the scraps. Stop short of the corners to preserve 

the drilled corner radius.

C

CLEAT4

3Cut the dadoes for the T-track [Source] in 
the top [Drawing 3], but don’t install the 

T-track.

4Cut the cleat mounts (M) [Exploded View]. 
Laminate plywood for the cleats (N), and 

cut them [Drawing 4]. Glue and screw the 
cleats and mounts together. 

5Finish-sand all parts to 220 grit. Glue 
the drawer cases (A–C) to the top 

[Exploded View]. 

6Clamp the table assembly to your bench 
and mark the underside of the benchtop 

onto the drawer cases. Remove the table from 
the bench and glue and screw the cleat mounts 
aligned with the marks. Apply a finish, if 
desired, install the T-track and your router, 
and put your router table to work. 
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Parallel-jaw
Clamps

SHOP TEST

Up your assembly game 

by adding some of 

these to your shop.

A
sk any wood-
worker if he or 
she would like 

more clamps, and the 
answer will undoubtedly be 

a resounding “Yes!” Then fol-
low up with “Which kind?” and 

they’ll likely want parallel-jaw 
clamps. These sought-after clamps 

have sturdy bars that resist flexing, deep 
jaws that close up parallel, and the mass 

and ruggedness to better clamp flat work-
pieces and case assemblies. They come with 
premium price tags, as well.

To find the best of the bunch, we brought 
together eight models—including a brand new 
design for the venerable Bessey K Body—to com-
pare in head-to-head testing. The good news: You 
can’t really go wrong with any of them, but some will 

improve your time in the shop.
We tested each clamp in 2' and 4' versions where 

possible. (Although five models actually measure 50" 
between jaws, for clarity and convenience we simply 

refer to them as four-
footers.) One clamp, the 
Yost K5000 series, tops out at 
36", which we tested. 

Parallel proves true 
for all
We measured the ability of each 
clamp’s jaws to close against work-
pieces and yet remain in the same 
plane. Five models (Bessey K Body Revo, 

Bessey K Body Revo Jr., Irwin, Jet, and 
Peachtree Woodworking) closed up with 

perfectly parallel jaws. The remaining three 
clamps canted outward by 1⁄16" or less under pres-
sure, which we found acceptable.

With almost every clamp, we discovered more 
deflection in the bars than in the jaws.  Both Bessey 
K Body models, along with the Irwin, Jet, and Yost 
K5000 clamps, deflected the least. As long as the jaws 
remain parallel, an assembly should remain flat when 
clamped, provided you don’t knock it back down onto 
the bar with a mallet.
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fBessey Tools 

invented the parallel-

jaw clamp, the K Body, 

in 1980.

The force is strong in these
A well-made joint typically requires about 
100 pounds of clamping force to pull it tight. 
But there will be times when more force is 
needed, such as when clamping thin strips 
to a form for bent laminations. Even in those 
more-demanding applications, most of 
these parallel clamps will work fine.

To compare clamping force among the 
test clamps, we had 10 woodworkers of vari-
ous ages “max out” each clamp, measuring 
the force with a hydraulic ram, and then 
averaged the results. As you can see in the 
chart above,  all the clamps can achieve suf-
ficient force to do any typical assembly job 
in the shop, so don’t hang your buying deci-
sion on maximum force alone. 

Instead, check out the ergonomics, which 
can suit people differently. For example, 
testers with large hands preferred the large-
diameter handles on the Bessey K Body 

Revo, Irwin, and Jet clamps, with the Irwin 
handles favored most because they’re 
slightly elliptical rather than perfectly 
round. But Irwin’s finer threads require 
about twice as many handle turns to create 
similar clamping force. Smaller hands might 
get better results on the smaller handles, 
such as those on the K Body Revo Jr., 
Peachtree, and Yost K5000 models. And 
some handles, with a combination of plastic 
and rubber inlay, become slick as you begin 
to max out the clamping force. 

Two clamps, the Lee Valley Ehoma and 
the Yost K7000—virtually identical except 
for color and branding—have a unique 
handle system that helps you crank up the 
force, as shown below left. You can also gain 
added leverage with the Bessey K Body 
Revo clamps, shown below right. These 
methods prove helpful for anyone with lim-
ited hand strength.
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For added torque on the Lee Valley and Yost K7000 clamps, spin the collar a quarter-turn 

and rotate the handle 90°. We were able to double the clamping force in this manner 

compared to using the handle in its inline setup.

Gain clamping force with the Bessey K Body Revo clamps by inserting a 6mm hex wrench 

into the socket in the handle end and cranking it.

Collar

Tip! To add grip to slick 

or too-small clamp 

handles, apply strips of 

adhesive-backed 

traction tape. Get it here:

woodmagazine.com/

tractiontape
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Irwin’s jaw clutch bites into the bar when clamped tightly, resulting in marks in the bar. 

Over time, these impede smooth movement of the jaw and must be filed off.

To keep the sliding jaw from 

dragging on the workbench, 

you can reposition the foot 

on the Jet and Irwin clamps, 

helpful when the clamp is 

longer than your worksurface.

Jaw sleeves help prevent workpiece marring and provide a more glue-resistant surface 

compared to the actual jaws. You can replace these or remove them for cleaning.

Marring

Foot
Trigger release

Jaw slide should work for you
With each clamp, the tail jaw is fixed to the 
bar, while the other jaw slides the length of 
the bar. On the best models, the jaw slides eas-
ily, yet grabs the bar when it’s time to apply 
force. The Bessey K Body models (above) and 
Jet (below) work best in this regard. All three 
have thick, sturdy bars with serrated top edges 
that the sliding jaws engage without backslid-
ing when positioned against a workpiece or 
assembly. The Irwin and Yost K5000 clamp 
bars lack serrations, and the jaws grip easily 
enough, but over time problems can arise. In 
our tests, the Irwin jaws marred the bar (above 
right), and the Yost bar’s paint coating peeled 
off, creating a less-than-smooth slide.

More features you may 
(or may not) find helpful
XRear feet. Each of the clamps has a sup-
port foot at the end of the bar. All the feet 
can be removed, allowing you to reverse the 
sliding jaw and use the clamp as a spreader.
XBar pads. All but the Irwin, Jet, and 
Peachtree clamps come with a pair of 
removable plastic supports that straddle the 
bar to prevent glue contact. Nice idea, but 

we found they can cause workpieces to mis-
align, especially during panel glue-ups. 
Plus, they can be easily misplaced when not 
used on the clamps. When steel and mois-
ture combine with wood, stains often result 
in the wood. 

Glue stains are reduced or eliminated 
when using the clamp bar pads. But without 
them, four clamps resisted staining better 
than the others, with the Peachtree and Yost 
K5000 clamps producing stains that 
required planing or scraping to remove.
XJaw sleeves. The same clamps that have 
bar pads also have replaceable sleeves that 
provide a non-marring barrier between the 
harder jaws and the workpieces. These work 
fine, but they slip off frequently and become 
scratched or worn over time, needing to 
either be replaced or discarded. 
XTrigger release and measured bar. Jet’s 
clamps employ a unique trigger-style 
sliding-jaw catch that we really like. It keeps 
the jaw from sliding along the bar when you 
don’t want it to, and it’s easy to activate. And 
the bars are numbered in inch increments, 
making it easy—before adding your work-
pieces—to set the jaws near the position 
you’ll need for clamping.
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Parallel-jaw clamps perform under pressure
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BESSEY K BODY REVO A A A- A A B A A- 33⁄4" 2" 12, 18, 24, 31, 40, 50, 60, 82, 98 6-2 9-8 5 G $40–$105

BESSEY K BODY REVO JR. B A A- A A- C B+ A 31⁄4" 11⁄2" 12, 18, 24, 36, 50 3-9 5-0 5 G $30–$50

IRWIN B A A- B B B- A- A 37⁄8" 2" 24, 48 7-1 9-8 1 T $62–$74

JET B A A- A A- B- A B 43⁄16" 17⁄8" 12, 24, 31, 40, 50, 60, 82, 98 6-9 9-1 L T $40–$120

LEE VALLEY EHOMA A A- B+ A- A- A A- B 37⁄8" 2" 12, 24, 31, 39, 48, 59 6-4 8-13 1 T $39–$69

PEACHTREE WOODWORKING B A B A- A- B A- C 31⁄2" 11⁄2" 12, 24, 30, 40, 50 5-5 7-15 1 C $25–$45

YOST K5000 B A- A- B B- A- A- C 37⁄8" 13⁄4" 12, 24, 36 3-12 4-7* 5 T $35–$42

YOST K7000 A A- B+ A- A- A A- A 37⁄8" 2" 12, 24, 32, 40, 50, 60 6-2 7-12 L T $45–$62
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Excellent

Good

Fair

A

B

C

1. 2.    (*)  36" length 4.    (C)   China

        (G)   Germany

        (T)   Taiwan

5.   Prices per clamp, current at time of article production, and do not include shipping, where applicable.  3.    (L)  Lifetime limited warranty

As we said earlier, there were no duds in 
this group, but one clamp rose to the top: 
the Bessey K Body Revo. It earns Top Tool 
honors. This clamp works great at all the 
clamping chores we performed and comes 
in nine lengths.

But if you need to hold to a tighter bud-
get, opt for the Peachtree Woodworking 
clamps, our Top Value. These clamps cost 
$10–$20 less per clamp without sacrific-
ing meaningful performance. 

Clamp down on your 
budget and spring 

for the leader

Produced by Bob Hunter with Peter Kasper

Illustration: Tim Cahill, Lorna Johnson

A parallel clamp for 
the lighter side
Bessey’s UniKlamp is, by 

definition, a parallel-jaw clamp, 

but it acts more like a quick-grab 

one-handed bar clamp. This 

compact model, with 11⁄4×31⁄4" 

jaws, comes in 6", 12", and 24" 

lengths. Although we were able to 

generate an average of nearly 

450 pounds of force with the 

UniKlamp, its jaws and bar flex 

too much for use with flat-panel 

glue-ups. But we like it for 

clamping jigs to a workbench or 

tablesaw rip fence, and for light 

clamping of small boxes and 

assemblies.
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Leigh Super Jigs Make Dovetails Easy

Leigh Super Jigs
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$50
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If your tablesaw blade doesn’t cut a 1⁄8" kerf, 
adjust the width of the blanks for parts A to 53⁄8" 
plus two kerf widths. Then, rip 7⁄16" plus one kerf 
width from each edge.
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Approximate 
materials cost:

$60
including 

copper and 
glass.

Basic 
copper-

working skills 
yield custom 
hardware.

Waxing nostalgic

Barn 
Lantern

WOOD magazine December/January 2017/201856

Combine oak and copper in a rustic 

candle holder.

Reader design comes to light
Damon Vincent designed this lantern based on one 

he spotted while visiting Germany. Don’t let the metal 

parts put you off; copper works easily and full-size 

patterns will guide you.

Machine the lantern parts

1Cut two blanks 5⁄8×55⁄8×53⁄8" for the top 
and bottom (A). Rip 9⁄16" (7⁄16" plus a 1⁄8" 

saw kerf) off both edges of each blank [Photo A].

2Notch the edges of the top and bottom 
[Drawing 1 and Photo B]. Glue the edge strips 

back onto the blanks [Photo C].

3Chamfer the top and bottom. In the top, 
bore a 2" hole using a holesaw and drill 

press. Drill pilot holes for the handle eyes.



2¾"
1/8" copper rod 11/8" long

bent to 90º

# 4 x ½"
F.H. screw

Copper tray
holds candle.

1/8" holes ½" deep
(See instructions 

for locations.)

2¾"

# 4 x 3/8"
F.H. screw

89/16"

1/8 x 23/8 x 7½" 
single-strength 

glass

27/16"

# 4 x ½"
R.H. screw

3/8"

# 4 x 3/8"
R.H. screw

F

K

L

E

D

D

Glass side

½" eye screw

# 4 x 3/8"
R.H. nail

I

J

E

M
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EXPLODED VIEW

1½"

1½"

53/8"

53/8"

7/16"

1/16" pilot hole
for handle eye

7/16"

½"

2" hole in

Hole for parts  
   and  

211/16"

¼" chamfers on inside faces 

½"

B C

A

Cut slots in both edges 7⁄16" from each end. Use an auxiliary miter-gauge fence to keep the top and bottom 

square and prevent tear-out.    

Create square mortises in the top and bottom by gluing the ripped edge strips back onto the slotted blanks.

CB

TOP AND BOTTOM1

A

A

Witness 
marks

7

Draw witness marks before you rip the edges from the top and 

bottom blanks. The marks help you glue the 7⁄16" strips back onto the 

blanks in correct alignment.

A

A B,

Witness 
marks

7/16"
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4Cut parts B–E to size [Materials List, page 
62]. Using a dado set, rabbet the ends of 

the posts (B) to form tenons [Drawing 2]. Sand 
slight chamfers on the tenon ends.

5Cut 1⁄8" grooves in parts B–E [Drawings 3, 
4], noting their orientation. Rabbet the 

front posts and door stiles (D) [Drawing 3].

6Cut rabbets to form the offset tenons on 
the frame rails (C) and door rails (E) 

[Drawing 4]. Test-fit the tenons in the grooves 
[Drawing 3].

Assemble the body

1Cut the glass for the sides and door 
[Exploded View, Drawing 2]. Cover both sides 

of the glass with painter's tape. Apply glue to 
the tenons on two frame rails (C). Then, 
assemble a piece of glass, the rails, and two 
back posts (B) [Drawing 5]. Keep the rails flush 
with the post shoulders. 

Partially insert the bottom tenons on the posts (B) into mortises in the bottom 

(A) to check the spacing and ensure square assembly.

15/16" rabbets ¼" deep
on inside faces

5/16" rabbet 
3/8" deep

15/16" rabbets ¼" deep
on inside faces

3/16" hole, centered,
drilled after assembly

1/16" chamfers

3/16" hole,
centered,

drilled after
assembly

15/16"

1/8" grooves 
¼" deep
1/8" from 

outside edges 11¼"

1/16" chamfer

B

C

C

B

1/8 x 37/16 x 79/16" 
single-strength 

glass

15/16"

5/16" rabbet
3/8" deep

¼" rabbet
3/8" deep
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½"
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1/8" groove ¼" deep
  1/8" from outside edge

¼" 
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E
3½" for part

27/16" for part

53/8"
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2" diameter copper ring

#4 x 3/8" R.H. screw

3/16" dowel
1" long 
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1" long 
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SIDE ASSEMBLY
(Inside face shown)

2

TOP VIEW3

SIDE ASSEMBLY5

RAIL DETAIL
(Inside face shown)

4
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5Glue the top and bottom to the back-and-
side assembly.

6Drill holes for the dowels [Photo E] and 
insert them. Apply a clear finish (we 

sprayed on three coats of satin lacquer).

Make the metal pieces
Soft 14 (.062")- and 22 (.027")-gauge copper 
used for the lantern parts [Sources, page 62] 
works easily with common tools. You can 

2Apply glue to two more rails. Assemble a 
piece of glass, the rails, and a front post to 

the back assembly [Photo D]. Similarly, assem-
ble the remaining rails, glass, and front post. 
Make sure the top and bottom (A) slide eas-
ily over the post tenons.

3Glue and clamp the door stiles (D) and 
rails (E) with the glass in place. 

4Finish-sand all parts and assemblies to 
220 grit. 

Drill accurate dowel holes in the post tenons by laying the drill bit against the top and bottom. Glue the 

pins in place [Drawing 5] with a spot of cyanoacrylate (instant) adhesive in each hole.

Solder neat and tight corners by pressing the tabs against the mating sides using vise jaws.

F

4¾" 

1/8" hole,
centered 
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CANDLE TRAY
FULL-SIZE
PATTERN

2¾" 

2¾" 

E F

A

C

B

B

E

F

CANDLE TRAY6

Note: In gauge sizing, 
larger gauge numbers 
denote thinner sheets.
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Builder, below]. Remove the pattern 
and solder the tabs at the corners 
[Photo F]. 

4Bore a 2" hole in a scrap of 3⁄4" 
plywood to make a form for the 

chimney (G). Bend the chimney 
blank around the holesaw; then, 
trim it to fit snugly inside the form 
hole and solder the ends [Photo G]. 

5Copy the chimney plate pattern 
(H) [Drawing 7], and adhere it to its 

blank. Drill the 1⁄8" holes, and fasten 
the blank to scrapwood with screws 
through the holes. Drill the 2" cen-
tered hole [Photo H].

6On the chimney cover (I) blank, 
use the scrapwood brake to fold 

the edge flanges [Drawing 8]. Form the 
curve by bending the copper around 
a 2" hole saw. Drill mounting holes 

cut it with metal snips, a scrollsaw, or a 
bandsaw with a fine-toothed 1⁄4" blade. 
Cutting thin metal with a scrollsaw goes 

more smoothly if you first, using double-
face-tape, secure the metal to a scrapwood 
carrier. Lubricate the blade by cutting into a 
candle. Sand or file the edges after sawing. 

For soldering, we used a Bernzomatic 
ST2200T butane detail torch [Sources], 1⁄8" 
wire solder, and paste flux. Similar to sweat-
ing copper pipes, you'll use the flux to draw 
solder between the pieces of heated copper.

1From 22- and 14-gauge copper sheets, cut 
blanks for parts F–I and K–M. Cut the 

chimney blank (G) 1⁄2" longer than listed.

2Copy the pattern for the candle tray (F) 
[Drawing 6] and attach it to its copper 

blank. Cut around the outside line.

3Fold the edges up 90° along fold lines A 
and B, followed by lines C and D [Skill 

Brake stops flawed folds
For sharp, straight folds along the pattern lines, make a simple folding 

brake. First, cut three pieces of 3⁄4" scrapwood about 4" square. (Harder 

wood makes sharper bends; we used Baltic birch plywood.)

Clamp the patterned copper between two of the wood pieces in a 

vise, with fold line A right at the top edge [Photo, below, left]. Use the 

third piece of wood to apply downward pressure evenly all along the fold 

Solder the butted chimney (G) ends together inside the form hole. A slight solder bead on the inside of the 

chimney ring is OK. 

Bore the chimney plate using a drill press and holesaw. The screws prevent the copper from spinning—do 

not attempt to hold the metal by hand.

SKILL BUILDER
line. Then, clamp the copper between the blocks at fold line B and 

repeat [Photo, below, center].

To fold the remaining sides of the tray, cut a piece of scrapwood that 

fits snugly between the two folded sides—it should measure about 21⁄2" 

square. Place it between fold lines C and D (you could hold it with a 

C-clamp) and fold the remaining sides up. Once you get them started, 

squeeze the piece in the vise to finish the fold [Photo, below, right]. 

2" hole

1/8" hole

3"

3"

H

CHIMNEY PLATE
FULL-SIZE
PATTERN

HG

G

Form

Non-marring 
vice jaws

Tabs on inside 

CHIMNEY PLATE7

Brake block
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in the flanges, and snip chamfers on the 
corners. 

7Cut 1⁄8" copper rod [Sources] for the handle 
(J). Bend the top to the shape shown in 

Drawing 9. Bend the bottom ends 90° to the 
handle for now.

8Cut and bend the catch (K) and latch (L)  
to shape and drill the attachment holes 

[Drawing 10].

9Cut the hinge blanks (M) to shape and 
drill the mounting holes following the 

patterns [Drawing 11]. Following Photos I–K, 
form the hinge barrels to make the upper 
and lower hinges [Exploded View].

Put the lantern together

1Drill the mounting screw hole at the cen-
ter of the candle tray (F) [Drawing 6]. 

Form the hinge barrel, working from the outside edge, by folding the copper upward [Photo I] at the bottom of the hinge tab. Similarly fold the copper at the top of the tab [Photo J]. Work back and forth folding until you 

can slide a length of 1⁄8" rod into the roughly shaped barrel [Photo K]. Complete the barrel by working it around the rod.

I J K

Tip! Form the end of the 

catch (K) over a piece of 

1⁄8" copper rod. 

Tip! Round-nose pliers 

work best for forming the 

hinge barrels, although 

you can use needle-nose 

pliers in a pinch.  

To install the hinge pins, mark where they meet the front post (B). Drill a 1⁄8" hole at each point, insert the 

pins pointing toward the top (A), and secure them with a drop of cyanoacrylate adhesive.

SHOP TIP

Copper hardware is 
almost a slam-dunk
Copper screws and eyes are hard 

to find. To make steel or brass 

nails, screws, and eyes match 

the lantern parts, hang them from 

paper clips or fine wire and dunk 

them in copper-plating solution 

[Sources]. A good finish may take 

several applications.

L

Note: Drill pilot holes 
in the top (A) to make 
driving the soft copper 
nails into the hard oak 
easier. Pre-thread the 
pilot holes for the brass 
handle eyes using a 
steel screw eye the same 
size. That will help 
prevent snapping the 
softer brass eyes.

B

Attach the tray to the base (A) with a copper 
screw [Shop Tip].

2Slide the chimney (G) into the hole in the 
top (A) and screw the chimney plate (H) 

to the inside of the top [Exploded View]. Attach 
the chimney cover (I) with 3⁄8" copper-plated 
brass nails.

3Drive two copper-plated screw eyes into 
the pilot holes on the top (A). Align them 

so you can spring the handle (J) into place. 
Bend the ends of the handle up to secure it.

4Attach the hinges (M) to the door (D/E) 
[Exploded View]. Bend two 1⁄8 × 11⁄8" copper 

rods 90° at their midpoint, and insert one 
leg into each hinge. Place the door in posi-
tion, and mark the hinge locations [Photo L].

Top A
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Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part T W L Matl. Qty.

Lantern

A top/bottom* 5⁄8" 53⁄8" 53⁄8" O 2

B front/back posts 3⁄4" 3⁄4" 111⁄4" O 4

C frame rails 3⁄4" 3⁄4" 31⁄2" O 6

D door stiles 3⁄4" 3⁄4" 89⁄16" O 2

E door rails 3⁄4" 3⁄4" 27⁄16" O 2

Copper blanks  

F candle tray 22 gauge 43⁄4" 43⁄4" C 1

G chimney* 22 gauge 5⁄8" 63⁄16" C 1

H chimney plate 22 gauge 3" 3" C 1

I chimney cover 22 gauge 3" 41⁄4" C 1

J handle 1⁄8" diam. 161⁄2" C 1

K catch 14 gauge 1⁄4" 13⁄8" C 1

L latch 14 gauge 3⁄8" 13⁄4" C 1

M hinges 22 gauge 11⁄2" 21⁄4" C 2

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: O–oak, C–copper.

Supplies: 1⁄8=37⁄16=79⁄16" glass (3), 1⁄8=23⁄8=71⁄2" glass (1), 3⁄16=1" oak 

dowels (8), solder, flux, #4=
1⁄2" flathead brass screws (2) #4=

3⁄8" roundhead 

brass screws (9), 1⁄2" screw eyes (2), 3⁄8" roundhead brass nails (8).

Blade and bits: 1⁄2" dado set, 2" holesaw.

Sources: 22-gauge (.027") 110 copper sheet, no. 8963K305 

(6=24"), $21.98; 14-gauge (.062") 110 copper sheet, no. 8963K604 

(6=6"), $16.17; 1⁄8" 110 copper rod, no. 8966K71 (24"), $2.86; 

McMaster-Carr, 630-833-0300, mcmaster.com.

Jax Copper Plating Solution, 2 oz, $7, jaxchemical.com.

Bernzomatic ST2200T micro flame butane torch, 

woodmagazine.com/torch.

R=11/8"

Blank width 4¼"
before folding

3"

CHIMNEY COVER
FULL-SIZE
PATTERN

I

1/16" holes

3" 

3" 

2¾" 

6¼" 

HANDLE
FULL-SIZE 
PATTERN

J

13/8"

¾" 

¼" 

CATCH
FULL-SIZE
PATTERN

1/16" hole

K

TOP HINGE
BOTTOM HINGE

1½" 

1½" 

2¼" 

1/16" hole 

1½" 

1½" 

Form this area
into hinge barrel.

HINGE
FULL-SIZE
PATTERNS

2¼" 

1/16" hole 

M

Form this area
into hinge barrel.

1½"

1¾"

¼" 3/8" 

LATCH
FULL-SIZE PATTERN

1/8" hole

L

CHIMNEY COVER8

COPPER WIRE HANDLE9

CATCH AND LATCH10

HINGE
(Top hinge and bottom hinge)

11

5Place the door on the hinge pins and 
adjust its fit as needed by bending the 

hinges. Attach the catch and latch (K, L) 
[Exploded View], and remove the masking from 
the glass. 

6Set a votive candle in the candle tray, 
light it, and close the door. Now, bring 

cozy, rustic illumination to any interior. 

Produced by Larry Johnston 

with Kevin Boyle

Project design: Damon Vincent

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine, 

Lorna Johnson



Holiday Sale! Router Table 
Spline Jig plus two “Eagle” 
dovetail bits. 
415-9540   $99.95

#1 Quality Router Bit Made In The USA!  • (800) 872-2511

“Eagle”
24 Piece 

Router Bit Set
FREE Bit Cleaner, 

Bearing Lube, and 
Collet Extension

100-2425H    
$399.99

SAVE
 $230

NEW! “Flame” 
Bowl and Tray 

401-8367   
$29.99NEW

Design

Molding 
Plane Profi le

plus Multi-Form
11 Piece 

Router Bit Set
Endless profi les!

P19-6060   
$150.

SAVE
 $230

“Eagle” 

SAVE
 $59

SAVE
 $35
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Easy-to-store         

in any shop

with a left bevel tilt of up to 47°. 

10" compound mitersaw
no. PCXB115MS, $180

Porter-Cable

Available at Lowe’s

lowes.com

Sharpen Forstner bits with repeatable precision
Forstner drill bits, especially the wavy-rim type, have always been a challenge 
to sharpen. By using the diamond sharpening stones (two included) in a drill 
press, this jig makes it easy to dial in the precise angles needed to hone the 
wave-cut rim and the center-cutting knives of a Forstner bit. 

Forstner-bit sharpening jig
Price not yet determined

Fisch Tools (distributed by Affinity Tool Works)

866-588-0395, affinitytool.com
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Pneumatic capability from 
battery power
These oil-free, brushless-motor air compressors 
from Ridgid and DeWalt use lithium-ion batteries, 

letting you work with pneumatic nailers and other small tools 
without an AC power source. The DeWalt compressor has a 
21⁄2-gallon tank and uses one 60-volt FlexVolt pack. The Ridgid 
compressor has a 1-gallon tank and uses either one or two (for 
longer runtime) 18-volt battery packs. Neither compressor comes 
with a hose.

Battery-powered air compressors
18 volt, no. R0230, $180 (bare tool), $300 (with 1 battery and charger)

Ridgid

866-539-1710, ridgidpowertools.com

60 volt, no. DCC2560T1, $300 (with 1 battery and charger)

DeWalt

800-433-9258, dewalt.com

Never reach below the table again
Controlling the router in your router table just got a lot 
easier. JessEm’s Pow-R-Tek pairs a 31⁄4-hp, 15-amp 

router motor with a controller that lets you turn it on and off and 
make speed changes from the front panel. The soft-start motor has a 
speed range of 10,000–21,000 rpm, adjusted by the knob on the con-
troller; a digital readout indicates the speed. (You’ll need to add a 
router lift to hold the 41⁄4"-diameter motor.)

Pow-R-Tek router with remote control
no. 05200, $350

JessEm Tool Co.

800-436-6799, jessem.com

Make adjustments quickly and
precisely with this “drummer”

Supermax’s new drum sander has a quick-adjust lever to let you 
instantly move the drum to the workpiece thickness without having to 
tediously turn the crank. And a digital readout tells you the precise 
thickness of your workpiece. It sands up to 16" in one pass; 32" by rotat-
ing the workpiece.

16-32 drum sander
no. 71632, $1,200

Supermax Tools

888-454-3401, supermaxtools.com



Problem-solving lift makes
routing easier
This router lift solves two common router-lift prob-

lems: slow height adjustments, and difficult-to-use insert rings. 
First, it has a two-speed gearbox for adjusting the bit height. One 
leadscrew makes large adjustments four times as fast for chang-
ing bits. The other leadscrew, using the same hex-wrench crank, 
raises the bit in small increments for setting a precise bit height. 
Another innovation is a push-button quick-release for the bit-

opening inserts—no 
tools needed. The 
Pro-Lift fits 31⁄2-hp 
router motors (41⁄4" 
diameter) out of the 
box, and also many 
midsize motors using 
the included adapter 
sleeve. 

Pro-Lift router lift
no. 52429, $350

Rockler Woodworking & Hardware

800-279-4441, rockler.com

66

A new angle on pocket holes
The Castle 100 machine uses a Bosch Colt trim router (included) to rout a 

fuzz-free 3⁄8" slot at a 6° angle, which is a lower angle than holes made with most drill-type 
pocket-hole jigs, allowing deeper purchase within the mating workpiece. Then, you use 
the included drill bit to bore the screw-shank hole. The Castle 100 can be used clamped 
to a benchtop, as shown, or clamped directly to a stationary workpiece.

Pocket-hole machine
no. 100, $479

Castle

800-282-8338, castleusa.com

Hybrid collector tackles high
static-pressure losses
Oneida’s Supercell dust collector combines the best of a 

shop vacuum with a larger cyclone collector. Rather than an induction 
motor, it uses three univer-
sal motors like those found 
in shop vacuums. This 
makes it possible to com-
bine high airflow (500 cubic 
feet per minute) with high 
suction power and the abil-
ity to overcome much 
higher static-pressure losses 
than a regular cyclone. So it 
can pull debris through up 
to 75' of duct, according to 
Oneida. The unit can be 
used for small portable tools 
as well as larger machines. 
Dust is contained in an 
internal three-stage cy-
clonic separation system, 
and air exits through a 
HEPA-media filter rated to 
catch dust particles as small 
as .3 microns. This 41⁄2'-tall 
unit has a 4" inlet and a 
pulse filter cleaner.  

220-volt portable dust 
collector

(model numbers and pricing 

not yet determined)

Oneida Air Systems

  800-732-4065, oneida-air.com  
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Router-bit 
plunge lever



Franchise with Furniture Medic® and develop a scalable 
business of your own. 

*Not available in all areas. Referrals not guaranteed.
The franchise sales information in this communication does not constitute an offer to sell a franchise. The offer of a franchise can only be made through the delivery of a Franchise Disclosure Document. Certain 
states require that we register the franchise disclosure document in those states before offering and selling a franchise in that jurisdiction. NY NOTE: This Advertisement is not an offering. An offering can only be 
made by a prospectus fi led fi rst with the Department of Law of the State of New York. Such fi ling does not constitute approval by the Department of Law. Moreover, we will not offer or sell franchises in those states 
until we have registered the franchise (or obtained an applicable exemption from registration) and delivered the franchise disclosure document to the prospective franchisee in compliance with law. Furniture Medic 
Limited Partnership Minnesota File No. F7440. Furniture Medic L. P., 860 Ridge Lake Blvd., C2-7400, Memphis, TN 38120

Financing is available through The ServiceMaster Acceptance Company L.P. (“SMAC”), a ServiceMaster company, to credit qualifi ed individuals.

© 2017 Furniture Medic Limited Partnership. All rights reserved.

Start a business with
your own two hands.

As a Furniture Medic franchisee, you’ll benefi t from: 

• National accounts with potential for recurring revenue*
• Scalability across multiple revenue streams
• Extensive education and training programs 

Join our team of more than 300 franchisees here and abroad.

Call 888.636.1451
or visit furnituremedicfranchise.com
to start developing your next business today.
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Tactics for Successful 
Project Procrastination

Thoughts I meant to share several issues ago...
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s I travel the country speaking with 
woodworkers, I’ve learned that put-
ting off requests to build projects is a 

Tactic 1: Never give a definite NO to 

any request.

Jim: Come up with as many excuses and rea-
sons as you can muster for why the project 
will not work. 
Donna: Choose this one wisely. It only works a 
couple of times.

Tactic 2: Ask questions. Lots of 

questions.

Jim: If you execute this roadblock well, ques-
tions can easily give you a year or more to 
finish a project.
Donna: So that’s the reason the bar cabinets 
took five years to build. Let’s remember that 
it only took me nine months to build a whole 
human being. No questions asked!

Tactic 3: Always appear to be 

listening.

Jim: Nod frequently. If you find your mind 
wandering, just tell your partner he or she 
speaks too quietly.
Donna: Now that he has hearing aids, this one 
is a lot less persuasive.

Tactic 4: Take advantage of the 

communication differences between 

men and women (i.e. Men Are from 
Mars; Women Are from Venus).
Jim: This is not an excuse, because truly, all 
too often I don’t understand what she is 
talking about. 
Donna: Give me a break. This doesn’t sound 
like it came from Mars. Sounds more like it 
may have come from Uranus.

fThis classic book 

can help the sexes 

better understand 

each other.

woodmagazine.com/

marsvenus

Tactic 5: Always have excuses 

available.

Jim: Things like: “I ran out of material,” 
“I’ve got the wrong bandsaw blade,” “It’s 
too humid/dry/hot/cold to put the finish 
on,” “My chisel is dull.”
Donna: Well, at least you didn’t call them 
good excuses. Your chisel is dull? I’m not 
going there.

Tactic 6: Prioritize project 

requests from children and 

grandchildren.

Jim: Their requests are so 
heartwarming and cute. Besides, 
how can she get mad at me for doing 
something for the kids?
Donna: Okay, this one actually works.

Tactic 7: Admit and accept that 

there are things you would rather 

not make.

Jim: In my case it’s chairs. Boy, I hate chairs. 
All that upholstery and everything. And, 
it’s never just one. 
Donna: That’s why I buy chairs. It’s the one 
thing I can get on my timeline. I’ll also add 
lamps to that list. 

Tactic 8: Don’t overprocrastinate.

Jim: If stalling goes on too long, you may lose 
pieces needed for completing the project.
Donna: Speaking of which, have you found 
those special cabinet pulls yet? Now, stop 
procrastinating, my love. My number one 
tactic is, “Be ready to be overruled.” 
Jim: Thank you. I promise I’ll start on your 
project next week. 

Only put off until tomorrow that which 

you are willing to die having left undone. 

Pablo Picasso

I put the “pro” in “procrastinate.”

Jim Heavey

Remove Year from 
calendar



Iron age

Display
Shelf

Tip! The exact radius of 

the curved tapers at the leg  

bottoms isn’t critical. But 

you do want them to be 

consistent. So, 

while marking 

the first taper 

using the curved 

midsection of a 

fairing stick, 

mark the taper 

endpoints on 

the fairing stick 

as well as on 

the leg. 

70

Blend classic wood shelves 
with steel legs for an 
industrial, yet refined, 
contemporary look.

First, pump out the iron legs
You’ll need no fancy metalworking tools or 
special skills to create the legs, 
just a drill, hacksaw, and a bit 
of elbow grease. A grinder and 
a countersink designed for cut-
ting steel come in handy, but 
aren’t essential. 

1Cut the legs (A) to length or 
order precut ones [Materials List, 

Sources]. Mark, tap with a center 
punch, and drill holes through both 
faces of each leg, centered on the 
face width  [Exploded View]. Use a 
few drops of oil to lubricate and 
cool the bit. Deburr the holes—we 
used a steel-cutting counter-
sink [Sources].
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Approximate 
materials cost:

$350
 including four 
steel legs and 

hardware

Super-simple 
joinery 

requires only 
metal 

fasteners
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EXPLODED VIEW

Curved tapers add finesse. For good visibility, apply 

masking tape at the leg bottoms. Then mark the endpoints 

of the taper and connect them using a fairing stick.

�Find free plans for a 

fairing stick.  

woodmagazine.com/fairing

2Mark curved tapers on the leg bottoms 
[Photo A]. Hacksaw the taper and smooth 

the cut edge—we used a handheld grinder 
with an 80-grit flap disc. 

3Clean the legs thoroughly using dena-
tured alcohol. To enhance their look we 

applied gun bluing solution [Sources], and 
topped that with spray lacquer to prevent 
rusting.  

Next up, the shelves

1Cut the shelf fronts, backs, and ends (B, 
C) [Drawing 1]. Join them with glue and 

pocket screws [Photo B]. 

2Plug the pocket holes. We used a Kreg  
Pocket Hole Plug Cutter System [Sources, 

Photo C], but you could buy ready-made 
plugs or cut your own from dowels.

Hardwood frames can creep slightly when you drive home pocket screws, so glue and clamp the shelf frames, and then 

let the glue dry, before driving the pocket screws.

Make pocket-perfect plugs by clamping the jig to a board 

having grain and color similar to your workpieces. Crosscut 

the end of the board to release the plugs.

A

B
C

A

C

B

Fairing
stick
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3Cut the shelf backsplashes (D), shelf slats 
(E), and top slats (F) [Drawings 1, 2]. Cham-

fer the top edges of the backsplashes, then 
install them [Photo D]. You’ll have one shelf-
frame assembly left for making the top later.

4Cut 1⁄16"-thick spacers, dry-clamp an 
upside-down assembly of the shelf slats 

and frame assemblies, and mark the leg 

reliefs [Photo E]. Unclamp the assemblies and 
use a jigsaw to cut the reliefs.

5Chamfer the slats, then glue and brad-
nail the slats to the frame assemblies. 

6Chamfer the bottoms of the frame 
assemblies, as well as the edges and ends 

of the top slats. Then glue and brad the top 
slats, centered and spaced, to the remaining 
shelf frame.

3"

1/8" chamfers

1½" brad

E

4" 361/8"

35½"

32½"

1/16" chamfers

D

E

E

B

B

2" pocket screw

C

125/8" 

1/8" chamfers

C

Glue and clamp the backsplashes flush with the back and ends of the shelf-frame 

assemblies.

Mark the outside shelf slats to fit the legs. With the shelf slats spaced, and the shelf frame 

centered and dry-clamped to the slats, mark around a leg on each corner of the assembly.

D E

SHELF ASSEMBLY1

C

C

D

B

B

C

CB

B

E

E

A
¹∕16" spacers

continued on page 74



For over 25 years, The Great Courses has brought 
the world’s foremost educators to millions who want 
to go deeper into the subjects that matter most. No 
exams. No homework. Just a world of knowledge 
available anytime, anywhere. Download or stream 
to your laptop or PC, or use our free apps for iPad, 
iPhone, Android, Kindle Fire, or Roku. Over 600 
courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.com.

Woodworking 101: 
Techniques and 
Everyday Projects
Taught by George Vondriska
WOODWORKERS GUILD OF AMERICA

LESSON TITLES

1. Table Saw Tips & Techniques

2.  Portable Power Tool Tips 

& Techniques: Part 1

3.  Portable Power Tool Tips 

& Techniques: Part 2

4. Essential Band Saw Techniques

5. Router Table Tips & Techniques

6. Sharpening Skills for Your Workshop

7.  Gluing & Clamping Skills for Every Project

8. Jigs, Fixtures & Shop-Made Helpers

9. Shop Storage Solutions

10. Great Shop Projects

11. Making Wooden Games

12. A Pair of Planters

13. Sawhorse Desk

Woodworking 101: 
Techniques and Everyday Projects
Course no. 4071 | 13 lessons (20 hours, 23 minutes total)

Learn Woodworking 
From a Master Craftsman
Woodworking is a skill that can be learned at any age and mastered over a 
lifetime. Whether you’re crafting a future family heirloom or doing simple 
repairs around the house, Woodworking 101: Techniques and Everyday 
Projects, produced by the Woodworkers Guild of America, is an invaluable 
guide to both the fundamental and comprehensive skills you need to know.

Your instructor on this journey is the affable and knowledgeable George 
Vondriska, who has taught woodworking skills to eager audiences 
everywhere from the Pentagon to Africa. As his virtual apprentice, you 
will master shop-proven and time-tested techniques and be able to tackle 
projects large and small with newfound confidence. You will find yourself 
being more effective and efficient as a woodworker, achieving better 
results with less time and effort. This course will undoubtedly be the most 
powerful tool in your shop. 

Off er expires 01/31/18

THEGREATCOURSES.COM/5WOODM

1-800-832-2412

L
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off

SAVE UP TO $235

DVD $334.95 NOW $99.95

Video Download $319.95 NOW $69.95
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and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Priority Code: 151503



Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part T W L Matl. Qty.

A legs 3⁄16" 2x2" 72" S 4

B shelf fronts/backs 11⁄2" 2" 321⁄2" O 10

C shelf ends 11⁄2" 2" 125⁄8" O 10

D shelf backsplashes 3⁄4" 3" 351⁄2" O 4

E shelf slats 3⁄4" 4" 361⁄8" O 12

F top slats 3⁄4" 41⁄2" 365⁄8" O 3

Materials key: S–steel angle, O–oak.

Supplies: 2" pocket screws (40),  1 1⁄2" brad nails (60).

Bit: Chamfer router bit.

Sources: 3⁄16×2×2" low-carbon steel 90º angle, no. 9017K184, 

$23.06 each (4 required); 1⁄4" black zinc-plated hexhead (lag) screws 

11⁄2" long, 50-count, no. 92371A416, $8.22; 1⁄4" black zinc-plated 

hexhead (lag) screws 1" long, 100-count, no. 92371A412, $12.57; 
1⁄2"-dia., 6-flute, black oxide cobalt steel countersink, no. 3285A661, 

$16; all from McMaster Carr, 630-833-0300, mcmaster.com.

Birchwood Casey Gun Super Blue, 3 oz., $8.44, 

woodmagazine.com/superblue

Kreg Pocket Hole Plug Cutter System, $69, 

woodmagazine.com/kregplugcutter

Shown in opening photo on p.70: 

Better Homes & Gardens Flynn Mid Century Modern Side Table

$89, walmart.com.

Cutting Diagram

1½ x 5½ x 96" Oak (2 needed)

B B C C

1½ x 5½ x 60" Oak 

B C

¾ x 5½ x 84" Oak (6 needed)

¾ x 5½ x 120" Oak

E E

F F

¾ x 3½ x 72" Oak (2 needed)

D D

F

Produced by Bill Krier with 

John Olson

Project design: John Olson

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine, 

Lorna Johnson

4½" 4½"½" 4½"
1/16"

F F F

1/16"

¼" chamfer

1/8" chamfer

1/8 x 2 x 72"
steel angle

13½"

1/16" gaps

C

C

EEE

1/8" chamfer

D

1"

Work from the top up attaching the shelves, using spacers to accurately position each 

shelf before drilling pilot holes and driving the lag screws. 

Finish it up

1Apply stain and clear finish to the wood 
assemblies—we used Varathane red 

chestnut oil-based stain followed by three 
coats of lacquer. 

2Assemble the project upside down so that 
the legs butt against the top slats [Drawing 

2]. Use the legs to mark pilot holes in the top-
shelf assembly. Drill 3⁄16" pilot holes and 
drive the longer lags into the ends of the top, 
and shorter lags into the front and back. If 
the screw tips butt into each other, grind 
down the tips of the short lags. Add each 
successive shelf [Photo F]. 

F

SIDE SECTION
VIEW

2

11x13½" 
spacer
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 6-piece handsaw file set 
no. 62W33.20, $44.50

If you use handsaws, you must either learn to resharpen 

them or pay someone else to do it. We recommend the 

former, especially with this kit that works on any 

Western-style saw with 4–14 teeth per inch (tpi). 

Simply clamp the saw in a saw vise, such as the one 

shown, make a few strokes on each tooth with the 

corresponding file, and you’ll be cutting wood again in 

no time. (The included guide attached to the file helps 

you keep a consistent angle when filing.)

Lee Valley

800-871-8158, leevalley.com
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 Joinery floats
1⁄8" Bed float, no. 1-FB-1-8-T, $60; Face float, no. 1-FF-T, $70; 1⁄4" Mortise float, no. 1-FM-1-4, $60

Floats work similarly to rasps in that they hog away material, but they do it with full-width rows of cutters to peel away 

the wood and flatten surfaces better than rasps. Their smooth edges let you cut right up against a shoulder without 

damaging that shoulder. We use them for fine-tuning joinery, such as mortises, tenons, and half-laps. The bed float 

and face float are available in push or pull versions, but we find the push floats easier to use and more versatile. 

The mortise float comes in push version only, and is sold in five widths; the 1 ⁄4" version is our favorite.

Lie-Nielsen Toolworks

800-327-2520, lie-nielsen.com

 Gramercy rasps
6"×25 tpi, no. GT-MRASP.MR-150-10, $39.95; 61⁄2"×18 tpi, no. 

GT-CMRASP.B1, $66.95; 10"×25 tpi, no. GT-CMRASP.

CM-250-10, $109.95; 10"×16 tpi, no. GT-CMRASP.CM-250-8, 

$104.95; 12"×8 tpi, no. GT-CMRASP.CM-300-4, $109.95

Rasps work great for shaping wood, typically after 

you’ve roughed out a workpiece on a bandsaw, as you 

would for cabriole legs. These Gramercy rasps cut 

quickly without loading up with debris. We like the 

nicely shaped handles and good balance that gives 

precise control. If you can buy only one or two rasps—a 

likely scenario given their premium prices—start with 

the 10"×16 tpi, then add the 61⁄2"×18 tpi. (Other sizes 

of rasps available but not shown here.)

Tools For Working Wood

800-426-4613, toolsforworkingwood.com

Planes and bench chisels get all the glory, 
but we find indispensable some hand 

tools that live quietly in the shadows of the big 
two. Here are three of our favorite unsung 
tools that simply get stuff done.

Unsung
Hand-tool 
Heroes
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Rockler Woodworking and Hardware

800-279-4441, rockler.com

continued on page 82 WOOD magazine December/January 2017/2018

Raise your color game without raising the grain
Water-based wood stain, quart $25, gallon $50

Water-based stains have been around a while, but until now they all caused wood 
surface fibers to fuzz after drying (raised grain). These Pure Color stains elimi-

nate that pesky issue without sacrificing color. I applied all the colors in the 
pallete to red oak boards, and love the vibrant colors and tones, as well 

as the absence of bad smell. I was also able to create custom colors by 
blending two or more stains. Sold in plastic bags with pourable 

spouts, these stains must be dispensed into a cup for applica-
tion. (Be careful not to spill as you get used to this unique 

system.) Because the colorant settles, mix up the 
stain first by simply squeezing the bag until 

blended. And when you close the bag, squeeze 
out any air to keep the stain vibrant and fresh.

—Tested by Kevin Boyle, Senior Design Editor

Pure Color

855-729-7873, purecolorinc.com

Gain table surface and precision with this jig
Disc sander angle jig, no. 54963, $130

Nearly all disc sanders (including belt/disc combo models) come 
with an underwhelming miter gauge, making it difficult to accu-
rately sand non-90° angles. Rockler’s disc sander angle jig fits into 
your sander’s miter slot, and locks firmly in place with an expand-
able miter bar. The fence and scale—marked in wide single-degree 
increments up to 45° left and right—provide dead-on accuracy. The 
jig also includes a circle-sanding pivot and stop that I used to create 
perfect circles.

—Tested by Bob Saunders

TOOLS & MATERIALS
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Damascus steel is the stuff of legend.
Using a technique first mastered in the

ancient city, swords made from Damascus
steel were known to slice gun barrels in half
and separate single strands of hair in two,
even if the hair simply floated down onto
the blade. 

Now, you can be a part of the legend.
The 7 ½" August Knife features a blade of
modern Damascus steel, inspired by the
production techniques and legends of
history. Damascus steel blade knives can
cost thousands. So, at $59, the price itself 
is also legendary.

Once a lost art, we sought out a knifemaker
who has resurrected the craftsmanship of
Damascus steel to create the August Knife.
The elusive, ancient production technique
mixes different steel alloys to form a super
steel–– the outcome is a beautiful one-of-a-
kind pattern of banding and mottling
reminiscent of flowing water.

Limited availability. Only a handful of
artisans make these blades, with each
handcrafted knife taking months to perfect.
We currently can get less than 1500 this year,

so we can’t promise they’ll stick around for
long–– especially at this price. Call today!

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed.
If you don’t feel like we cut you a fair deal,
send it back within 30 days for a complete
refund of the item price. But we believe
once you wrap your fingers around the
August’s handle and experience the beauty
of its Damascus steel blade, you’ll be ready
to carve out your own legend.    

At $59, this blade of legendary Damascus steel is a real steal

Steel Yourself What customers are saying
about Stauer knives...

�����
“Very hefty, well-built 
knife and sheath. 
Extremely good-looking 
and utilitarian.”

— R., Lacey, Washington

• 7 ½" overall length • Genuine Damascus steel blade • Stainless steel guard • Leather handle • Includes genuine leather sheath

Not shown

actual size.

Limited
Collector’s
Edition 

BONUS! Call
today and
you’ll also
receive this
genuine
leather
sheath!

Stauer…Afford the Extraordinary.™

*Discount is only for customers who use the offer

code versus the listed original Stauer.com price.

Rating
of A+

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. AGK184-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

Stauer®

18003332045
Your Insider Offer Code: AGK18401
You must use the insider offer code to 

get our special price.

August Knife
non offer code price $149*

Offer Code Price Only $59 + S&P



Woodcraft launches line of 
socket chisels
Based on classic designs, Woodcraft’s new bevel-edge 

socket chisels provide an alternative to tang-style chisels. 

The handles are made of bubinga, and can be custom-fit to 

the blades after purchase. You can buy a set of four chisels 

(1⁄4", 1⁄2", 3⁄4", and 1") for $150 (no. 161640W), or individually. 

Also available in 1⁄8", 3⁄8", 5⁄8", and 11⁄4" widths, priced from 

$35 to $45 each.

Woodcraft

800-535-4482, woodcraft.com

New slider sports a small footprint
10" compound sliding mitersaw, no. LS1019L, $510

Makita’s newest sliding mitersaw is designed to take up less 

room on your workbench or in your truck due to a stacked-rail 

sliding mechanism. The 10" saw provides a maximum 

crosscut capacity of 12", and 51⁄4" vertical cut capacity. It 

pivots 60° left and right, and tilts 48° each direction. Features 

include a direct-drive soft-start motor, up-front tilt lock, 11 

miter detents, and a cutline laser.

Makita

800-462-5482, makitatools.com
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DOWELMAX
PRECISION ENGINEERED JOINING SYSTEM

GOLD MEDAL WINNER AT THE TOMORROW’S WORLD SCIENCE FAIR, LONDON, ENGLAND

Guaranteed STRONGER than a MORTISE
or DOMINO Joint!

NEW RTL Router Lift 
Revolutionary Access for 
BIT CHANGES, HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENTS & CLEANING! 

Read Our 100 PLUS 5 Star 
Reviews on Amazon and 
Rockler!

Call 1.877.986.9400 or visit dowelmax.com



    888-201-6183
DRrediplow.com

Call today for FREE Buyers Guide!

TOLL

FREE

Tough Enough For Any Snowstorm!
•  No Hydraulics or Electric Components  • Heavy-Duty Rubber Blade Edge • Receiver Hitch Included

Easy-On, Easy-Off 
Snow Plow

9
8
6
2
1
X
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Perfect for Homeowners!

SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY

Call or go online for details.

FREE SHIPPING
1 YEAR TRIAL

Plow your own 
driveway and save!
Pays for itself quickly if you currently
hire a plow. Don’t struggle snow-
blowing your entire driveway…
give yourself a break with the 
DR® Redi-Plow™! 

For trucks,
and SUVs. 
Attaches to 
a front receiver 
hitch (included). 
Automatically engages when 
you drive forward and releases when you 
reverse. Works on gravel or pavement. Can be locked in travel position.

One pass and you’re free to go! Never be trapped waiting 
for a snow plow again. The DR® Redi-Plow™ is light enough for one person 
to handle. Clear your parking area, and a path to the barn with ease!
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Unload with just one hand!

Doubles as a utility trailer!

Call for FREE DVD and Catalog!

888-201-6183
DRleafvac.com

TOLL

FREE
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SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY

Call or go online for details.

FREE SHIPPING
1 YEAR TRIAL

World’s Most Powerful 
Leaf Vacuum...at a New 
LOW PRICE!

Now Starting 
at Just

$99999

with
FREE

SHIPPING

DR® LEAF VACUUMS have proven in laboratory 
testing to achieve the most vacuum power 
versus competitors. And now, our All-New 

PILOT Model combines this same amazing 
yard clean-up power with an equally amazing 
new price!

Rated #1 in Vacuum Power

Now at the Lowest Price Ever 

Converts to an All-Purpose Trailer

Stores Flat in Minutes

 Experienced woodworkers know 

and baths.

quiet cuts without splintering, 
scratching, or tearouts. Our 

hand straightening, and unique 
grade of C-4 micrograin carbide are 
perfect for cabinets, countertops, 
and fl ooring.  In fact, independent 
tests rate us #1 for rip cuts and 
crosscuts. 

“Your blades are without question 
the best by miles, and I have tried 
them all.”   
Bob Jensen, Fridley, MN

Forrest Quality Shows
Duraline Hi-AT—Great for cutting 
two-sided veneers and low 
pressure laminates.

Woodworker II—Best rated, all- 
purpose blade for rips and crosscuts.

Order from any Forrest dealer 
or retailer, online, or by calling 
directly.  Our blades are 
manufactured in the U.S.A. 
and backed by our 30-day, 
money-back guarantee.

www.ForrestBlades.com
1-800-733-7111 
(In NJ, call 973-473-5236)

 Woodworker II
Fine Woodworking

Chop Master
Woodshop News

Duraline Hi-AT
Woodshop News

Dado King
WOOD Magazine
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NEW Website! 
More Blades!



• Optimum Performance 

• Low Maintenance 

• Custom Designs 

• Cleaner Air 

• Longer Life 

• Economical 

• Best Size & Fit 

• Proudly Made in USA 

Can Your Old Dust Collector 

Work Better Than A New One? 

Cyclones,  
Stand-Alones, 

Baghouses & more

Yes, With Optimized Filters From…

American Fabric Filter Co.
 (800) 367-3591   americanfabricfilter.com 

We Design & Fabricate Custom Filter 

 Bags That REALLY WORK!

6 Mil Poly Bags 
 In Stock! 

Woodmaster Tools, Inc. P.O. Box 34312, Kansas City, MO  64120-4312

www.woodmastertools.com
Toll Free 1-800-821-6651 Ext. P398

60-Day
FREE TRIAL

Now, turn a $5 board into $75
worth of high-dollar molding in
less than one minute! Over 600
patterns plus curved molding,
tongue & groove, picture frame
stock, custom work. Quickly
CONVERTS to molder, planer,
sander, saw. 12", 18" & 25"
models, 60-Day Free Trial, 5-Year
Warranty. Made in USA!
FREE DVD & 
BUSINESS 
STARTER KIT!

1. MOLDER

2. PLANER

3. DRUM SANDER

4. GANG RIPSAW

Like Having a Lumberyard 
Right in Your Shop!

4-WAY
MONEY
MAKER!

888-201-6183 
DRchipper.com

TOLL-FREE
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Call for FREE DVD and Catalog! 

All New 
DR® CHIPPERS 
Larger Capacity, Lower Prices!

•  Chip big branches up to 5.75" 
thick!

•  Self-feeding models available.
No more force-feeding!

•  Powerful engines spin big 
flywheels (up to 62 lbs.), 
generating massive chipping 
force!

•  Models that shred yard and garden waste 
as well as CHIP branches.

Starting 
at just

$69999

PTO 
MODELS 

AVAILABLE!

LOWEST
PRICES 
EVER!

FREE SHIPPING 1  Y E A R  T R I A L
SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY

NorwoodSawmills.com

E M .
UE.

Premium band sawmills from only $4397. Get your Free Info Kit.
info@NorwoodSawmills.com  |  Toll-free 800-661-7746 EXT. 392



Projects and Plans

ByeGone Workshop

888-279-3941  8-5 M-F EST
www.byegone.com

Wheelbarrow
Kit to build includes 15" iron wheel 

that really works, axle and step-by-step 

plans. Finished project measures 

66"L × 24"W × 26"H. $55.90 P.PD.

A N D  S O N S

WO ODWORKING 

SUPPLIES

VIS IT  SCHSONS.COM

888-201-6183
BurnCage.com

TOLL-FREE

BURN SAFELY

PERFECT FOR:
• Sensitive fi nancial documents 
•  All burnable household waste*

• Old leaves and branches

No more UNSAFE and UNSIGHTLY rusty barrel!
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STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
is lightweight, durable, and portable 
(it folds for easy storage).

PERFORATED LID and sidewalls maximize 
airfl ow and trap embers.

1600° 
TEMPERATURES
mean more 
thorough burning 
with less ash.

Call for FREE Information Kit
and Factory Direct Coupon!

with the 
Stainless Steel

* Always check local 
ordinances before burning.

XL

OriginalNEW 
BurnCage™

MAX
2X 

THE VOLUME 
OF THE 

ORIGINAL Now In 
3 Sizes!

Get your FREE catalog today 
at rcklr.co/254 or 

call 1-800-279-4441 (Code 254).

“Th is bit was fantastic. It cut with almost 

no tearout, even around the knots and 

irregularities. Aft er the two slabs were 

fl attened, the bit was still sharp.”

Nick Off erman, Fine Woodworking, No. 222 

PERFECT  FOR  SLAB MAKING!

INFINITYTOOLS.COM • 877-USA-BITS

WATCH 
VIDEO
ONLINE!

CUTTING TOOLS

™

• 2+2 Shear Angle Geometry

• 2” Cutter Diameter

• 1” Cutter Height

MEGA DADO
EXCLUSIVE PLANER ROUTER BIT

Shop 1000’s of 
Innovative Tools!

Item: 52-506

May 17–20, 2018
at  the WOOD® magazine shops in Des Moines, Iowa

Come for the weekend.
Learn for a lifetime.

Get more details and register at weekendwithwood.com or call 888-636-4478.

Weekend With WOOD
®

North America’s Premier Woodworking Educational Event
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WHAT’S AHEAD
A GLIMPSE INSIDE THE MARCH ISSUE

 (ON SALE JANUARY 9) 

Compact workbench

This super-sturdy, affordable, do-everything platform requires 

just a circular saw (or mitersaw) and drill to build. 

accessory or two.



NOT YOUR AVERAGE CHISEL
WoodRiver® Bevel Edge Socket Chisels 

are inspired by the past and the present. 
Designed with balance in mind and 

optimized for years of detailed 
Woodworking, these chisels will 
become a favorite in your shop.

Chisel Set 
161640

HELPING YOU MAKE WOOD WORK®

         For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153.  18WI01P

For Information On Woodcraft Retail Franchise Opportunities, Visit www.woodcraftfranchise.com   Follow Us:



8 Pc General 

Purpose Set 

Item # 87-208

87-308  3 Piece CNC Fine Detail Set87-208  8 Piece CNC General Purpose Set

87-108  

8 Piece CNC 

Sign Making Set

87-408  3 Piece CNC Lettering

 & Sign Making Set

How Can You Get

the Most Out of

Use Freud’s New CNC
Router Bit Series

Freud’s new CNC router bits are specially formulated with  

our exclusive TiCo™ carbide, unique cutting geometries 

and Perma-SHIELD® non-stick coating for unmatched 

cutting performance and durability on workshop and small 

CNC machines. 

Whether you’re starting out with your first CNC or 

expanding the range and quality of an existing bit 

collection, you will find plenty of projects to tackle with 

Freud’s new CNC sets. Our sets are specifically designed 

for CNC Makers to deliver long cutting life, maximum 

durability and high quality finish. 

LEARN MORE AT WWW.FREUDCNC.COM


